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Abstract

The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) provides end-to-end data reliability and is the 

primary transport layer protocol for many applications such as email, web access, and 61e 

transfer. There has been a plethora of research activity that aims to improve the 

performance of TCP both in wired and wireless networks. Protocols for the computer 

networks have been very structured and layered to allow for easier upgrades and 

maintenance. The network layer protocol (e.g IP) is independent and below the transport 

layer protocol (e.g TCP). Our main goal in this dissertation is to examine the interaction 

and dynamics between the network layer protocols and TCP in the wireless environment.

Towards this goal, we exammed the network layer protocols in one-hop wireless 

(e.g. cellular networks) and multi-hop wireless, e.g. distributed Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity) 

networks. For each of these networks we, for the first time, propose transport layer 

protocols that take into account the interaction between the network layer and transport 

layer. For the one-hop wireless networks we have investigated analytical methods to 

determine the buffer requirements at base stations and estimate disruption time which is 

the time between two packet arrivals at the mobile host. We will show that the estimation 

of buffer requirements and disruption time is not only dependent on the wireless TCP 

scheme used, but also its interaction with the underlying network protocol. We also 

propose a comprehensive study of the effectiveness of wireless TCP and network 

protocols taking into account diSerent networking environments that is decided on many 

factors such as mobility of senders and receivers, simplex and duplex communication 

among communicating peers, connection oriented and connection less communication at

xin



the network layer, rerouting schemes used after movement, and with and without hint 

handofT schemes.

We recognized two important shortcomings of the current TCP protocol: 

misinterpretation of delayed acknowledgements and competition among different TCP flows. In 

this dissertation, we propose to address these two issues by a use of novel protocol that uses 

i/MTMedfore omf acAMOw/edlggmgnt scAaynaa and provides a coordmorfoM yMacAoMM/M

among independent TCP flows. We also address certain important issues that are related to the 

implementation of our proposed protocol: can we maintain the end-to-end semantics of TCP? Are 

there additional benehts that can be harvested if intermediate nodes with TCP protocol can be 

used? We will show that our protocol can be implemented on a portal router or a node attached 

to the portal router of a network administrative domain. We can extend this approach to the 

Internet and we provide protocols for this extension. The simulation results show that our 

protocol achieved almost perfect fair sharing of network resources among competing flows. We 

also observed that throughput increases 9000 percent due to the use of immediate 

acknowledgment, while goodput increases between 40 and 70 percent.

Finally, we consider protocols to track mobile users in a wireless network that 

consists of non-mobile nodes forming a wireless backbone. We call such a network as 

the distributed Wi-Fi architecture. Our protocols are region based we exploit station 

locality to perform controlled flooding. We evaluate our protocols and fine tune them 

taking into account the mobility rates and application characteristics. The performance of 

TCP is evaluated for various tracking mechanisms and it has been observed that our 

protocol adapts to different mobility rates much more efdciently in comparison with pure 

flooding.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Mobile vs. Fixed networks

Mobile networks take difïerent shapes and forms depending on the size of the coverage 

area and the type of physical layer used for connecting the nodes. The connection 

between the nodes in the network can be pure wireline, pure wireless and mobile, or a 

mixture of the two. An example of the pure wireline network is the conventional Internet 

where the stations' mobility is not supported. In the pure wireless and mobile network 

architecture, mobile station(s) (MS) are 6 ee to move around within the coverage area 

without losing connections. Users can send emails, hrowse the Internet, FTP a 61e, and 

conduct a video conference meeting, all while moving. Another aspect to pure wireless 

networks is that aU links between the sender and the receiver are wireless radio links 

wherein the communication medium is the radio spectrum. These types of networks are 

called Hoc nctworty and it introduces new challenges to the network research

community.
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Figure 1.1: IEEE 802.11 and Cellular Networks

Finally, ceZZw/w nerworAg used for telephone and other data services for large 

geographical areas are a type of one-hop wireless networks. The antenna that is 

responsible for receiving the signals &om the mobile phone is called as the base station 

(BS). The BSs are connected to the wireline backbone network. The network formed 

using the pervasive IEEE 802.11 protocol is also a one-hop wireless network although 

IEEE 802.11 protocol provides a mechanism for multi-hop wireless communication. The

ROI for A

connectivity representation

Figure 122: Region of influence



wireless units in the IEEE 802.11 protocol communicate with the immobile Access Point 

(AP). In these types of networks the MS can be of any type of portable computer or 

handheld device achieving true mobility by using radio signals to send or receive data. 

The BS or AP is a special fixed station that is a mobile-aware station and acts as an 

intermediary between the wireline backbone network and the MS.

Each BS, AP, or MS has an area of influence, which is called a ce/Z or a

(ROI). This area indicates the geographical region wherein the signals 6 om the 

particular system can be detected. The size of the cell depends on the transmission power 

of each of the systems. Two systems MS-BS or MS-AP or MS-MS can communicate 

with each other if and only if their ROIs intersect.

1.2 Connectionless vs. connection-oriented networks

Services offered by the network layer can be of two types: connectionless and 

connection-oriented. In a simple way, connectionless is modeled after the postal service. 

Each envelope is self contained. It contains the material needed to be mailed and also, it 

contains the full address of source and destination. Therefore, each envelope is routing 

independently of all other envelops inside the mailing system. When two packages are 

sent 6 om the same source to the same destination, there is no guarantee that the package 

sent first will reach hrst due to the fact that they might consume different paths 6 om the 

source to destination.

The connection-oriented service is modeled after the telephone system. In telephone 

system, a eomplete connection 6 om the caller and the callee must be established before a 

conversation can take place. After a successftd connection establishment, the system



guarantees in-order delivery and, some times, certain level of quality of the offered 

service. At the end of the call, the connection is tom down and the reserved resources are 

&eed form future usage by other customers.

In data networks, IP (Internet protocol) is one of the most popular connectionless 

network layer protocols in use while ATM is the famous connection-oriented network 

protocol. A data unit in IP is called segment. A header is attached to each segment sent 

out that contains all information needed to route the segment &om source to destination 

nodes. The information stored in the header is sufGcient for intermediate IP routers to 

route the segment to the direction of the destination. Each router has a routing table that it 

uses to decide which out-port to use to send a segment at to reach its destination. The data 

stored at the routing table are dynamic and changes with the change of the level of 

congestion at the output link. In ATM, a sender must first acquire a virtual circuit to be 

used to carry connection establishment messaging. The sender sends a cell containing a 

request for a virtual circuit on virtual path 0 and virtual circuit 5. Once the request is 

approved, a new virtual circuit is created and opened for the sender and receiver to use to 

exchange the coimection establishment messages. Basically, there are six messages to 

establish a connection: setup, call proceeding, connect, connect ACK, release, and release 

complete [29].

1.3 Mobile networks: Applications

The mobile network technology is reshaping enterprise connectivity worldwide. 

Government ofGces and private enterprises need information mobility for better customer 

interactions, and improving their work processes by oflering anywhere, anytime access to



data. This eventually will improve employee's productivity as well as customer 

satisfaction since real-time access to information can be critical to serving customers. 

The number of wireless users is said to reach one billion within 6 months.

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) can be formed without any network 

in&astructure support using the devices and a wireless transceiver. MANETs are useful 

when a temporary network is needed in locations where in&astructure support is absent 

or expensive to build. For example, a disaster groups can form a temporary network to 

provide network support during the search and rescue operations. Mihtary personal can 

use these networks in non-friendly environments for logistics planning.

Application for one-hop wireless networks includes cellular phone data and voice 

exchange, video conferencing, and hve updates for critical information such as news, 

Enancial, or medical information all while moving. For example, a paramedic at the seen 

wants to transfer patients' medical information, such as heart rate, x-ray results, or blood 

test results to the hospital on way to the hospital. In such cases, fast response and right 

diagnoses depends in large on the speed and reliability of transfer of data.

1.4 Issues for Protocol Layers in Mobile Networks

In this section, we look at the various issues for the OSI reference model layers for wired 

networks and brieEy describe the functionality of the layers as they apply to mobile and 

wireless networks (see Figure 1.3 for an overview). We pay special attention to the 

application, transport, network, data link, and physical layers. The OSI reference model 

contains presentation and session layers, Wiich are not described in great detail in this 

chapter far the sake of simplicity. In the next subsections we explain the issues relating to



application, transport, and routing layer. The data link layer, medium access layer, and 

the physical layer descriptions are omitted as they are not the focus of this dissertation. A 

more detailed explanation of the OSI reference model and its layers can be found in 

Tanenbaum [29].

1.4.1 Application Layer

The application layer provides network access to applications and protocols commonly 

used by end users. These applications and protocols include multimedia (audio/video, 

file system, and print services), file transfer protocol (FTP), electronic mail (SMTP), 

telnet, domain name service (DNS), and Web page retrieval (HTTP). Other higher-level 

issues such as security, privacy, user profiles, authentication, and data encryption also are 

handled by the application layer. In the case of /zoc networks, the application layer 

also is responsible for providing location-based services. The presentation layer is 

responsible for data representation as it appears to the end user, including character sets 

(ASCn/EBCIDIC), syntax, and formatting. The protocols associated with the 

presentation layer include Network Virtual Terminal (NVT), AppleTalk Filing Protocol 

(AFP), and Server Message Block (SMB). The session layer is responsible for data 

exchange between application processes, including session flow control and error 

checking.



Figure U :  Illustrating some of the issues that need to be addressed by 
each layer of the protocol stack.

1.4.2 Transport Layer

The purpose of the transport layer is to support integrity of data packets from the source 

node to the destination node (end-to-end). Transport protocols can be either connection- 

oriented or coimectionless. Connection-oriented transport protocols are needed for 

ensuring sequenced data delivery. In order to ensure reliable sequenced delivery, the 

transport layer performs multiplexing, segmenting, blocking, concatenating, error 

detection and recovery, flow control, and e)q)edited data transfer. Connectionless 

protocols are used if reliability and sequenced data can be traded in exchange for fast data 

delivery. The transport layer assumes that the network layer is inherently unrehable, as 

the network layer can drop or lose packets, duplicate packets, and deliver packets out of 

order.



The transport layer ensures reliable delivery by the use of acknowledgments and 

retransmissions. The destination node, after it receives a packet, sends the 

acknowledgment back to the sender. The destination node sometime nses cumulative 

acknowledgment wherein a single acknowledgment is used to acknowledge a group of 

packets received. The sender, rather than sending a single segment at a time, sometimes 

sends a group of segments. This group size is referred to as the windows size. The sender 

increases its window size as the acknowledgments arrive. The Transmission Control 

Protocol (TCP), which is the most commonly used reliable transport layer protocol, also 

takes care of congestion avoidance and control. The TCP protocol increases its 

throughput as acknowledgments arrive within a time period called the TCP time interval. 

If the acknowledgments arrive late, it assumes that the network is overloaded and reduces 

its throughput to avoid congesting the network. In contrast. User Datagram Protocol 

(UDP) is a connectionless transport protocol used for applications such as voice-and- 

video transport and DNS lookup.

Transport layer protocols in wireless and mobile networks should address the 

following issues:

« Window size adjustments have to be made that not only take into account the

channel errors and the end-to-end delays, but also should at^ust based on the 

mobility dynamics of the network nodes.

» Cumulative acknowledgments can be both good and bad. Given the packet losses

expected in mobile and wireless networks, the loss of a single acknowledgment 

packet will result in retransmission of a large number of packets. Mechanisms to



adjust the acknowledgment schemes based on the dynamics of the network should 

be taken into consideration.

# The timeout interval, which dictates the length of time the protocol waits before 

beginning the retransmission should be adjusted, based on the dynamics of the 

network. Clearly, a shorter time-out interval will increase the number of 

retransmissions, while longer time-out intervals decrease the throughput.

* The original TCP congestion control is purely based on acknowledgment delays. 

This does not necessarily work well in the case of wireless and mobile networks, 

where the delays are attributed to channel errors, broken links caused by mobility, 

and the contention at the medium access control (MAC) layer that is not only 

dependent on the trafhc in the network, but also on the degree (number of 

neighbors) of nodes in the network.

A detailed description of the issues relating to TCP in wireless and mobile networks is 

discussed in section 1.4.

1.4.3 Routing Layer

The routing algorithms for wireless and mobile networks have received most attention in 

recent years, and many techniques have been proposed to find a feasible path between 

source and destination node pairs. The algorithms for finding paths depend on the 

particular network environment: pure wireless as in the case of ad hoc network or one- 

hop wireless network as in the cases of cellular and IEEE 802.11 networks.



In the case of a one-hop wireless mobile environment the sender, the receiver or both 

can be mobile. In such environment, mobile hosts require connecting to the base station 

to communicate with either other mobile hosts or Axed terminals. The process of 

registering with a new BS after moving is called a After the handoff, packets

destined for the MH have to be rerouted to the MH at its new position through the new 

BS. Figure 1.4 shows the rerouting process after the handoff from the cell of the old BS 

to the cell of the new BS. In our study, the architecture of our mobile network consist of 

static communication backbone using wired means, a set of static host (routers), MH's, 

and base stations capable of sending and receiving signal Aom the MH's in there cells. 

The underline routing algorithm depends on the rerouting algorithm in consideration.

R e c e iv e r M  H

' F i x e d  1

outer
s e n d e r  , O l d  r o u t e

— — —  N e w  r o u t e

XMo v e -----------------1 R e c e i v e r M H  |

Figure 1.4: Rerouting after handoff.

Finding and establishing the new route is named as the reroMt/ng that has

been studied extensively in the literature. The proposed schemes At into one of 6)ur 

categones [8]: full rerouting, partial rerouting, cell forwarding, and tree rerouting. In 

/"growizMg a new path is established Aom the Axed host or Axed sender (FS) to the new

10



base station, fwtzaZ rerowtzng finds the first shared node (call it croffover node) between 

the old path (path &om fixed host to the old base station) and the new path (path &om 

fixed host to the new base station), and Gnds a new path 6 om snch a node to the new BS. 

This scheme will reuse the part of the old path horn the sender down to the crossover 

node. The partial rerouting is of value in connection-oriented networks where the paths 

horn source to destination remain the same for the entire session duration and resources 

are reserved along the paths. In tree rgroutmg the sender assumes the root of tree with 

base stations as leaves and the routers are the internal nodes. The root of the tree 

multicasts the packet to all its leaves and this allows for the packet to be available to the 

MH's after a handoff. In the ceZZ data hom the old BS is forwarded to the

new one. A chain of forward connections will result in connecting the BS's which MH 

visits and the chain ends at the BS to which the MH is currently connected to.

Routing in MANETs involves two important problems: (1) finding a route horn the 

source node to the destination node, and (2) maintaining routes when there is at least one 

session using the route. MANET routing protocols described in the literature can be 

either reactive, proactive, hybrid (combination of reactive and proactive), or location 

based. In a proactive protocol, the nodes in the system continuously monitor the topology 

changes and update the routing tables, similar to the link state and distance vector 

algorithms. There is a significant route management overhead in the case or proactive 

schemes, but a new session can begin as soon as the request arrives. A reactive protocol, 

on the other hand, discovers a route as a request arrives (on-demand). The route 

discovery process is performed either on a per-packet basis or a per-session basis. When 

routes are discovered on a per-packet basis, the routing algorithm has a high probability
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of sending the packet to the destination in the presence of high mobility. A routing 

algorithm that uses the route discovery process for a session must perform local 

maintenance of severed or broken paths. Location-based routing protocols use the 

geographical location information about each node to perform intelligent routing. Many 

proposals were suggested to improve the routing performance in MANET [Scalable 

routing protocols for mobile Ad Hoc Networks, Xiaoyan Hong et al]

1.5 TCP in Mobile Networks

TCP is a reliable, in-order delivery protocol, which uses a sliding window mechanism to 

control the flow between the communicating peers and to manage any congestion that 

might occur in the network during the communication period. The problem with TCP in 

mobile networks is that it can't distinguish between packet drop due to errors in the 

wireless links, overflow, or mobility. TCP assumes that all types of packet drops are due 

to congestion. Therefore, it will drop its transmission, enter a slow start period, and 

update the retransmission timer. This wül result in unnecessary degradation in system 

performance [1].

Due to the importance of TCP in data communication and also due to the expanding 

in using mobile networks, many brilliant proposals were published to improve the 

perkrmance of TCP in wireless and mobile networks. These proposals can be divided 

into two groups: modified and direct TCP and split TCP. In the Erst group, an attempt is 

made to change the some of TCP characteristics to work better in a mobile-wireless 

environment while the send group focuses on splitting a TCP connection into two 

segments to hide the impact of mobility and wireless errors 6om the sender.
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1.5.1 Organization o f  Mobile TCP schemes

The categorization of all wireless schemes is illustrated in Figure 1.5. These different 

categories divide the wireless TCP schemes suggested in the literature into two main 

categories depending upon the node that sends the acknowledgement to the sender and 

the type of the reliable protocol used at the wireless link. In the ûrst instance called the 

IFTCP, the sender establishes a normal TCP connection to the mobile host (the receiver 

in the session in communication). In this case, the ends of the TCP sockets are the sender 

and the mobile host. Packets travel through the wired network 6om the sender to the base 

station (the node in the wired network with whom the mobile host is currently registered 

and in communication with), which in turn uses a standard data link layer protocol to 

forward the packets to the mobile host. The acknowledgements from the mobile host are 

sent to the sender directly &om the mobile host through the base station. Again a simple 

data link layer protocol is used to send the acknowledgement from the mobile host to the 

base station. In the IPTCP scheme, all intermediate nodes, including the base station, 

perform only operations at the network layer and below, while the end nodes (sender and 

mobile host) perform operations at the transport layer and below.
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Figure 1.5: Various wireless TCP schemes under consideration.

In the second scheme, named TWirect TCP (ZTCP), the sender establishes a TCP 

connection to the base station of the mobile host, and the base station can either establish 

another TCP connection to the mobile host (call this as 7TCP-TCP) or it can send the 

packets using a data link layer protocol (call this as TTCP-DT). In these schemes, one has 

two options of sending the acknowledgement back to the sender. In the Srst option, the 

base station bufters the packets and sends the acknowledgement as soon as it receives the 

packet 6om the sender. We wül suffix the schemes with an "-7" for immediate 

acknowledgement. For the second option, the base station sends the acknowledgement 

only after it receives the acknowledgment 6om the mobüe host. A sufBx of is 

given to the schemes to indicate delayed acknowledgement. After the arrival of mobüe 

host, MH, the new base station, BS, will request old BS to transfer the state information 

of the TCP connections opened on behalf of the MH. It is obvious that this transformation 

need to be reliable. After successftdly transferred all state information, the old BS wül
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not acknowledge any packet destined to the MH and it will delete such connection 

information &om its local buSer in order to save its resources such as buffer space and 

port numbers. It is clear that this state transformation is necessary only in case of split 

TCP because the end point of connection with the sender is the base station.

1.5.2 Mobile TCP proposals

Many proposals have been suggested in the letrutual to improve TCP's performance in 

mobile and wireless networks. Below, we present an examples of suggeted proposals that 

covers all categorization of mobile TCP that we define in brevouse section.

nW (firect TCP

Proposals in this category uses the assumption that the wireless link is one hope only. 

Therefore, using local retransmission at the link-level and forward error correction over 

the wireless link to hide the packet loss for the above layers. Two main approach were 

adopted by these proposals. Forward error correction (FEC) and retransmission in 

response to Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ). Some examples are discussed below.

Snoop is a module reside at the base station that monitors all packets passing through the 

TCP connection in both direction. It caches all unacknowledge packets that were sent by 

the Sxed host to perform local retransmission, as needed. The module detect a packet loss 

by receiving duplicate acknowledgement 6om the receiver. When it detects a packet loss, 

the module perform a local retrasmission from its each, if the packet is availabe, and
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suppresses the duplicate acknowledgement. Like any other data link layer proposal, it can 

not completely shield the sender 6om wireless losses but it has the advantage of 

suppressing duplicate acknowledgments and perform retransmission locally. Also it have 

to maintain a state information for each connection passes through the base station.

Each mobile host uses a multicast address as its care-of address. The mobile host 

invites nearby base station that it expects to move to in the near future to join his 

multicast address. All packets destined to the mobile host are ecnasulated by the home 

agent and sent to the multicast address using tunneling. Only one base station from the 

multicast group forwards packets to the mobile host, while the others buffer the packets. 

Most hkelly, MH will hand off to a BS member of the multicast group and new BS will 

start forwarding packets immediately, algorithm is shown below.

« IFTzgM snoop receives o poc^ i (fesiineci to MK

o If it is new packet in the normal TCP sequence

" Add the packet to snoop cache.

" Forward it to the MH.

" Add time stamp of some chosen packet in a transmitted window to 

estimate the RTT. 

o If it is an out of sequence packet that has been cached earlier

" If the packet is greater than the last acknowledgment seen 

# It is forwarded to the MH.

" Else
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» Snoop sends an ACK corresponding to the last ACK seen 

at the BS to the FH. 

o If it is an out of sequence packet that has not been cached earlier 

" Forward it to the MH.

" Mark it as have been retransmitted by the sender, (to be used later).

o If it is a new ACK

" All acknowledged packets are freed ûom snoop cache.

" Update the RTT estimate for the wireless link, 

o (this is done for only one packet in each window with no retransmitted 

packets).

" Forwarded it to the FH. 

o If it is less than the last acknowledgment seen by snoop 

" Discard it. 

o If it is a duplicate acknowledgement

" If it is for a packet not in snoop cache or has been market as 

retransmitted by the sender

# Route it to the FH

" If it is an unexpected duplicate 

o (base on estimating the number of packets sent after the packet which its 

o number appear in the duplicate)

# The lost packet is send with higher priority (to minimize 

number of
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" duplicate acknowledgments)

" If it is an expected duplicate

# Discard it. (most likely the packet has been sent)

' receive.; a /?ac^t AAV (iefh/zecf^r F ff

o Cache the packet, for any retransmission in the future, and transmit it to the 

FH.

o Every while (threshold No. of received packets or a time interval with no 

packets from MH)

" Send NACK for the missing packet in each transmitted window 

o (as a bit vector, to ensure good utilization of the wireless bandwidth.)

' receivgj  ̂a» v f C Æ iAc

o 6ee the acknowledged packets from its cache.

ÆmzffTwrz

In this proposal there is no need to change the conventional TCP protocol. The authors 

propose two error control scheme that minimize the degradation in radio link throughput 

due to TCP retransmission. A configuration figuer shown in Figure 1.6 discribes the 

system moder of the proposal.
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Figure 1.6: Kazimori and Nakase proposal

The first method is about discarding any TCP retransmission of packets and uses ARQ 

algorithm in the radio link. If the server (fixed sender) sends a packet to a client (mobile 

reveiver) on a TCP connection and the packet reached the client then an ACK is sent 

back to the server before it times out. If the server thnesout then it will retransmit the un

acknowledged packet. Once the radio terminal (base station) recongnize that the packet is 

retransmitted then it discard it because it assumes the ARQ algorithm in the Link layer 

realize error free link.

The second scheme tries to deal with the rapid change in radio link condition due to 

fading and shadowing. Thuse, the time it takes to send a packet successfrdly in the frrst 

time (without retransmission) vary. The idea behind this scheme is to make the sender 

TCP sees a constant RTT and hence no need to invoke unnecessery retransmission. For 

this reason the author suggest that the radio terminal holds the TCP ACK in its buffer for 

Constant Round Trip Time (CRTT). CRTT equals minimum RTT plus some delay 

margin to allow for adverse radio link conditions. After waiting CRTT, radio terminal 

sends the acknowledgement to the sender. In this case the sender will see constant RTT
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and hence no retransmission and congestion avoidance algorithms invoked. Two 

algorithms are shown below to more discribe the two schemes.

.Z. TCP PeirawTMMfion PncAeZf

# Server sends TCP segment to client

# A radio terminal in the server-chent path receive the packet

# The radio terminal uses ARQ to transmit the segment (as 6ames) to radio terminal 2

# which will send it to client upon successhd receive of all &ames.

# ARQ will keep sending frames and increase the RTT with every 

unacknowledged

# frame until all hrames acknowledge.

# If RTT exceeds RTO of the TCP entity on server

o Server timeout and retransmits the segment again.

o Radio terminal discover that the segment is a retransmission and discard it. 

&Ag7»g 2. Tynwyniyffo» De/ny PYwcfwafzoM

# If the radio terminal receives back acknowledgements for all sent 6ames 

o Hold the T TCP acknowledgement for the server for suitable duration.

o Send the TCP acknowledgement to the server.
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The authors study the impact of sequmcing and non-sequincing data link protocols on 

TCP's throughput and delay. A sequincing protocol needs some buffer requirments while 

non-sequincing protocol dosent. In the simulations conducted by the authors the non- 

sequicing protocol have a degradation in TCP throughput up to 2.5% in the worst case. In 

most cases there were no difkrent in TCP throuput. Thus, non-sequinceing is prefered in 

TCP/IP environment.

Normally a data hnk layer protocol will try to retransmite a packet over the wireless 

link for some number of times predeGned and if the transmission was not successful the 

packet will be droped and all the parameters will be reset.

The authors propose that the data link protocol make a best effort to recower &om 

lossses occure at the wireless link and TCP do the rest. They study the impact of number 

of retransmitting and Gnd out that when the number of retries increase the RTO increases. 

When the number of retransmissions reached 5 there were no changes in the RTO.

They suggest using a non-sequincing data hnk protocol with retries equals to 4. No 

change to TCP is required.

TCP

In this category the proposals tend to splite the TCP connecGon into two connecGons at 

the base staGon -  one TCP connecGon between the sender and the base staGon and one 

between the base staGon and the receiver. This approach is trying to split the error 

recovery over the wirless hnk Gom that across the wirhne network
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ATCP/^/

The connection is asuumed to be between a fixed host and a mobile one. This connection 

is established as two separate connections -  one over the Sxed network and one over the 

wireless link and the base station serve as an intermideate point. The connection 

establishment by the MH to the FH, Figure 1.7, is done in the following steps. The MH 

sends a requests to establish an I-TCP connection with the FH to the BS. Then the BS 

establishes a regular TCP connection with the FH intended using the IP address and port 

number of the MH for local endpoint parameters. Another connection is established 

between BS and MH. BS uses its own IP address and choose some sutable port number to 

identGy the end points of the connection.

If the FH wants to create a connection with the MH, it sends a request to the MH. The 

BS intercept and accepts the request. Then BS sends a request to the MH to establish a 

modefied TCP coimection using its own address and some approperiate port number. If 

the MH accepts the coimection, BS creates a connection with the MH using its own IP 

and some port number. Subsequently, BS creates a socket using the MH address and port 

number. Using MH's address helps the BS to grab the TCP segments that are sent by the 

FH to the MH addrss and port number. At BS, data are copied 6om one socket buffer to 

the other one.
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FH /  B s \ MH

1 : Request for connection with FH.
2: Connection establishment pake* using MH ad*ess and port number.
3- ACK to the establishment request.
4- FTCP connection est^ishm ert.

Figure 1.7: Indirect TCP algorithm

As shown in Figure 1.8, when a Mobile host move to another base statio the fixed host is 

unaware of the movement and the new base station become the new intermideate point. 

The old base station hand over the state of the two sockets opend for the connection to 

the new base station. Then the new base station creates two sockets with the same 

endpoint parameters as the sockets at the old base station have. No need to re-establish 

the connection sicnce the two endpoints are the same. An algorithm below describes the 

protocol.

MH

1: Send greeting and i-enlries.
2: Send forwatditig pointer (I am ready for fcmmi). 
3: Sends socket info, for each I-TCP connectim.
4: S ta t forwarding packets to IVH.

Figure 1.8: Indirect TCP hand-ofT
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CoMMgcdoM ggAzA&AfWgf:/

# If MH wants to commimicate with FH

o MH sends a request to inform BS that it wants to establish a connection with FH. 

o When BS receives the request

" Establish a TCP connection with the FH using MH IP address and port number. 

" Establish a modiGed TCP connection with the MH using its own IP and port 

number

# if FH wants to communicate with MH

o FH sends a connection establishment packet to MH. 

o if the BS receives the packet 

" Save the packet

" Establish a connection with the MH using its own IP and port number.

■ if the connection with the MH established

oBS reply to FH request for connection using MH IP address and port 

number.

# WTien the MH move 6om one cell to another

o mhmicp process at the MH losses contact with old BS. 

o mhmicp process at the MH hears a beacon in the cell of the new BS.
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o mhmicp process at the MH sends a greeting message to the new BS

" That includes a list of MICP i-entries and the address of the old BS. 

o If the msrmicp process (the micp at the BS) receives the greeting from MH 

" Sends a copy of the greeting message to the local I-TCP daemon.

" I-TCP daemon establishes skeleton sockets for each I-TCP connection horn the 

o i-entries using SIOCCREATE calls.

" I-TCP daemon sends a forwarding pointer to the old BS.

" I-TCP daemon sends an ACK to the msrmicp daemon.

" If the msrmicp daemon at the old BS receives the forwarding pointer 

o It updates its data structures to reflect the new location of the MH. 

o It sends a copy of the forwarding pointer to its local I- TCP. 

o If the local I-TCP receives the forward pointer

# It establishes a handoff connection with the I-TCP daemon at the new

BS.

# It sends the state of each I-TCP connection to the I-TCP daemon at the

New BS using SIOCGETSTATE calls.

# The I-TCP daemon at the new BS executes SIOCSETSTATE calls to

receive the sockets for, and restart, each I-TCP connection.

As in any split connection scheme the coimection is devided into two segments: wireline 

segment, the connection between the local fixed host (mobile gateway) and the 

corresponding host and wireless segment, the connection between the mobile host and a
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local Gxed host. Regular TCP is used in the wireline segment wtile a new variation of 

TCP called M-TCP is used in the wireless segment. This protocol was possible due to the 

observation that the wireless segment of a transport connection is a single-hop 

connection. For this reason we could list this protocol under the link-Level protocols 

section.

What is new in this solution is that the wireless segment was implemented with 

mimimum communication overhead on the mobile host by employing the 

asymmetrically-based protocol design. This design is applied in connection control, 

retransmission and timer management, flow control, and error control as follow.

In connection control there is no need to communicate the fuU TCP-layer source and 

destination addresses.Thus, a connection ID is assigned to each direction and it is used in 

any future exchange of data over the wireless segment. Both ends of the connection over 

the wireless segment stores the following infbrmaion for each connection ID: source and 

destination IP adresses and the corresponding port numbers.

Different retransmission schemes used in the two directions of the over the wireless 

segment to ease the work needed by the wireless host. They placed timers on the base 

station only and not using any timers on the mobile host. To achieve this they suggest 

using Go-Back-N scheme for retransmission of packets by the base station and using 

Selective Reject in opposite direction. The choice rninirnizes the use of the wireless 

transmission.

Base station maintain two thresholds: low and hi. ON/OFF scheme sends to the 

mobile host a single bit signal. ON signal means keep sending while OFF means stop. To 

make sure mobile host gets the signals correct it repeates the ON/OFF signal in all its
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packets sent to the base station. The flow in the revers direction (MH to BS) is controled 

by the base station. The base station estimated the availble bnSer at the mobile host and 

stop sending when the available buffer space reache some predefined level. The mobile 

host helps base station to make its estemation accurate by sending two bits, Buffer 

Occupancy (BO), in each packet which indicate the buffer level. Figure 1.9 discribe this 

process.

BD=11

Figure 1.9: Estimating Buffer Occupancey at MH

In this proposal they suggest to place error detection function at the mobile host and 

the error correction algorithm at the base station. Congestion control function is not 

needed in M-TCP due to the single-hop nature of the wireless segment. An algrithm 

discribing the model is shown below.
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Connection control

# If the MH (mobile host) wants to execute an active open

o It sends an SYN packet contains some information about the connection including 

" the destination address, 

o if the BS receive the SYN packet

# Sends back an ACK to the MH.

# Assign a unique coimection id (CID) to the coimection.

# Cache the connection information and use the CID as a key to look for the connection 

o information in future transmission.

o if the MH receives the ACK for its SYN packet 

" Set a CID for the connection with BS.

" Cache the connection information locally.

" Sends back an ACK to the BS.

# if the MH wants to execute a passive open

o inform the BS that it is ready to accept connection 

o if BS receives a connection request to MH

" accept the request without communicating with MH

Retransmission & timer management

# if BS wants to send a packet to the MH

o Sends packets and start a timer, (timer value exceeds RTD) 

o When MH receives a packet 

" If it is in order
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o Send an ACK back to the BS 

o If BS receives the ACK

# Remove the packet from its buSer.

" if it is not in order 

o discard the packet

o sets the Retransmission bit and include the lost packet sequence number in 

the Acknowledgement Geld in every ACK BS sends, until it receives the 

lost packet.

" if BS receives a retransmission request

o BS retransmits all packets again starting with the lost one.

* if MH wants to send a packet to the BS 

o Send the packets to the BS.

o if the BS receive the packets

" sends back a cumulaGve ACK

" If the MH receives the ACK, it removes acknowledged packets Gom its bufkr. 

o if BS receive an out of order packet

" In only one ACK, BS sets Retransmission bit and include the sequence number 

of the lost packet in the Acknowledgement Geld.

" Start a timer to protect Gom losing the reGansmission request.

BS flow control

# if the occupancy level at the BS buffer reach AzgA. tAref AoW

o BS sets ON/OFF bit to OFF in the next packet or ACK it sends to MH.
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o When MH receives a packet with OFF signal, it stops sending, 

o MH repeats the same ON/OFF signal in its entire packet to BS.

.  ELSE

o BS sets the ON/OFF bit code to ON.

o When MH receives a packet with ON signal, it continues sending, 

o MH repeats the same ON/OFF signal in its entire packet to BS.

MH flow control

* MH communicates its bufkr occupancy in each packet it sends by setting the BO bits

to refer to the level of occupancy in MH buffer.

# Upon receiving the BO information, BS decide to send or stop sending based on many

parameters including connection settings and MH bufkr size.

In this paper the authors propose three techniques to improve TCP connections in 

wireless and mobiel environments: to replace TCP/IP protocol over the wireless link with 

a simpler protocol with smaller headers, shifts functions needed to coimunicate with an 

internet host using TCP/IP 6om the mobile host to the base station, and finally exploits 

link-layer acknowledgments and retransmissions to quickly recover losses over the 

wireless link. Figure 1.10 shows an METP protocol in progress.

Due to the fact that the hop between the mobüe host and its base station is either the 

6rst or last hope hence only part of the IP fimctioalty, not all, have to be performed on the
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base station. Any packet destined for the mobile host is accepted by the base station as it 

is destined for itself. Then it strips the datagram of its IP header and delivers it to the 

higher layer. Header check sum is replaced by the link-layer CRC. If the IP datagram is 

contains a UDP datagram then METP strips the UDP/fP header and delivers it to the 

mobile host. If IP datagram contain a TCP segment then METP puts it in the receiving 

vuffer and sends an acknowledgment back to the source. To guarantee reliable and in- 

order delivery over the wireliess link METP realize the CSMA/CA mechanizem at the 

link layer. This mechanizem ensure proper retransmission and reliable delivery.

When the mobile host wants to send data it sends the data to the base station. The 

base station stores the data at the sending buffer and uses the information in the METP 

heaser to send a regular TCP segment to the receiver.

Since the wireless band width is limited, METP header is made as small as possible to 

utalize the link more effeciently. This new header is suffecent due to the fact that the link 

is hidden hom the outside internet. The only header information excahnged between the 

mobile host and the base station is the port and IP numbers for the source and the 

destination entities. Figure 1.11 shows the header of METP packet. Thus, the METP 

header size is only 12 bytes compared to 40 bytes for TCP/IP header. The authors uses 

the idea of header compression by adding 4 bytes of information. The in&rmation 

include the connection ID, sequence number, and some flags. The full header is 

exchanged during the coimection establishment and afterwards only the added 4 bytes are 

used. An algorithm below discribes the protocol.
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Figure 1.10: METP protocol

# If base station receives a packet destined to the mobile host

o If it is a UDP datagram (know at the time of connection establishment)

" Strip its UDP/IP header and deliver it to the MH 

o If it is a TCP segment

" METP puts it in the receiving buffer of the connection.

" Acknowledge the source.

o Using CSMA/CA with priority ACK, METP try to send the segment, 

o Segment is not 6eed until the data it contains received by MH.

# If base station receives an METP packet 6om the MH 

o If it is a UDP datagram

" BS adds UDP/IP header and sent out the datagram, 

o If it is a TCP segment

" Put it in the sending buffer of the connection.

" Send it out as a TCP segment to the destination.
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Figure 1.11: Header of METP packet 

After the mobile host moves to a new base station and request to register with it, the 

new base station sends a request to the home base station and notify the old base station 

of the movement of the mobile host. The old base station opens a TCP connection with 

the new base station and sends all information about all TCP connections opened on 

behalf the mobile host. Old connection ID's need to be invalidate and a fuU METP header 

need to be used the Erst time a packet of a connection is sent.

1.6 Dissertation overview and Organization

The dissertation can be divided into four main parts. The first and second parts study, 

intensively, the behavior of TCP in mobile networks and organize the possible solution of 

TCP in mobile networks. In addition, it studies the rerouting algorithms proposed in the 

literature and their interaction relationship with TCP. These studies were conduct in both 

connection-less and connection-oriented environments. New protocols were developed 

that details the interaction behavior between all possible mobile TCP scheme suggested 

by us and the rerouting schemes. Also, Different mobile TCP scheme were tested on top
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of mobile IP as the network layer protocol. In this area, two of our papers were accepted 

and published in two différent conferences [36, 37].

The third part of the dissertation focuses on improving the performance of TCP in 

conventional networks such as the Internet where nodes are connected by wireline cables. 

We studied the competition relationship among many TCP flows sharing the same path 

and there effects on TCP performance. Also, we discussed the fairness problems among 

TCP flows is a best-effbrt networks. We describe ayom protocol that combines the TCP 

Sows to lessen competiSon and improve individual TCP performance. Using our protocol 

we achieve fairness and increase throughput and goodput of TCP Sows. The join protocol 

is an end-to-end protocol and can be extended network wide to overcome congested 

regions. Part of our work in this area were accepted for publication in ICN04 conference 

[38] which is technically co-sponsored by lEEE/Comsoc CSIM committee, 

IEEE/Computer, and by lEE.

Finally, we Introduces the challenge of tracking system complexity in Wi-Fi 

enviromnent. Then, we developed three tracking protocols to make all nodes in the 

network posiSon-aware of all other nodes in the topology. We compared there 

performance using simulaSon to evaluate the time it takes to propagate tracking 

information, number of overhead tracking messages exchanged, and resources required 

to provide connecSvity between mobile staSons. Our protocols for tracking updates will 

exploit staSon locality information to perform controUed Sooding, use backward 

learning, and forward addressing techniques. We will evaluate the protocols and fine 

tune the protocols taking into account mobility rates and application characteristics.
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The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapters 2 and 3 discuss the 

categorization of mobile TCP solutions and the interaction between mobile TCP and 

different rerouting schemes in connection-less and cormection-oriented environments, 

respectively. Analytical models and evaluation results were presented. Chapter 4 explains 

the competition and fairness problems associated with TCP and explain the yom TCP 

protocol. Tracking system at Wi-Fi and their impact on TCP performance were presented 

in chapter 5. Next, our conclusions and future work are presented on chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Mobile TCP and Rerouting in

Connection-less Environment

2.1 Introduction

The performance of wireless Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) schemes are directly 

tied to the underlying network protocol and the rerouting strategies used after a handoff 

Analytical models are proposed for the various interactions and verified by simulation to 

determine the buffer requirements at base stations (BS) and to estimate disruption time, 

which is the time between the arrival of the last packet to the mobile receiver while at the 

cell of the old BS and the arrival of the Erst packet to the mobile receiver while at the cell 

of the new BS. This evaluation will aid a protocol designer to pick the right combination 

of wireless TCP scheme and rerouting strategy based on the network properties including 

mobility patterns, network topology, and others. Towards this, we provide for the Grst
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time protocols for reliable communication that takes into account every combination of 

wireless TCP schemes and rerouting strategies.

The transmission control protocol (TCP) recognizes the presence of congestion by 

observing the amount of delay in the acknowledgements it receives. If the delay exceeds 

a threshold, TCP will assume that the packet is lost due to congestion in the network. In 

[11], the authors propose to enhance TCP's error recovery mechanism by elimmating the 

retransmission ambiguity, which will solve the problems caused by spurious timeouts and 

spurious fast retransmits. In the mobile and wireless environment the delay is not only 

attributed to the presence of congestion but also due to packet losses and routing delays 

caused by mobility of one or more of the hosts. Upon recognizing the delay, TCP 

decreases its throughput to avoid congesting the network. Such decreases due to mistaken 

congestion leads to unnecessary degradation of system's performance [7]. In the 

literature, many proposals [1-7] have been made to improve TCP's performance in 

wireless networks. These proposals provide clever techniques to distinguish delays due to 

packet losses and delays due to other events. Even if the error is detected, TCP Tahoe 

treats all difkrent types of errors the same. Many proposals [12] were suggested to 

improve TCP's error recovery process depending on the type of the error. As an example, 

one of the most important techniques used to improve the quality of the wireless link is to 

retransmit lost data at the data link layer. In this p^er, we are not trying to improve 

TCP's error detection nor the TCP's error recovery process; rather we are more interested 

in designing and evaluating the interaction between protocols at the transport layer and 

protocols at the network layer.
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At the network level, there are many proposals that define the rerouting schemes 

(routing packets after handoff). In this paper, we provide a fine grain analysis of the 

interaction between wireless TCP schemes and rerouting techniques. Such a study is 

important because the wireless TCP schemes and rerouting techniques belong to different 

layers of the network protocol stack and in an ideal case they should be independent of 

each other. This study will enable a protocol designer to find the right combination of 

rerouting and wireless TCP schemes based on different network properties including 

mobility patterns of users and applications that will be used. We provide analytical 

models to estimate the buffer size required and disruption time for various proposed 

wireless TCP schemes and rerouting methods for connectionless networks. These 

analytical models are verified using extensive simulation using the network simulator ns- 

2 [11]. We added additional patches to ns-2 to implement different rerouting strategies 

and wireless TCP schemes. The wireless TCP schemes proposed in the literature have not 

provided performance factors that take into account the interaction between the wireless 

TCP schemes and many routing and rerouting schemes [9-10] proposed in the literature.

In a recent paper by Racherla et al [8], a limited study was conducted to evaluate 

performance of different TCP schemes that take into account different rerouting schemes 

and focused on the estimation of the sender's throughput. Wang and Tripathi [6] propose 

a scheme to improve both the transport protocol and the underlying rerouting scheme at 

the last hop, but it is not intended to study and evaluate different combinations of TCP 

and rerouting schemes.

The presence of mobility will affiect at least two aspects of the communication 

between either two mobile hosts (MHs) or between fixed end (or Sxed host) and a mobile
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host: bufkr requirement at different base stations and mobile hosts, and the disruption 

time on the uplink and down link sides of the communication at the mobile host (MH). 

The type of transport and network layer protocols, mobility environment, 

acknowledgement process and the presence or absence of advance hint process affects 

both of these aspects during a handoff. The advance hint informs the MH (or base station, 

or both) about the time and direction of next move.

2.2 Interaction between mobile TCP's and rerouting schemes

In this section, we will show how the type of wireless TCP schemes, rerouting 

mechanism, and different acknowledgement process affects the length of the disruption 

time at the mobile receiver and the buffer requirement at old and new base stations. For 

the first time, we provide protocols required to establish different wireless TCP 

connections in conjunction with all possible rerouting schemes.

In Figures 2.1-2.3, we detail the steps that take place to complete the seamless 

wireless TCP communication after the mobile receiver moves from the cell of the old 

base station to the cell of the new base station. These descriptions explain the steps for all 

di@erent combinations of TCP and rerouting schemes, with the hint process. When the 

MH moves from its current position, the TCP connection between the source and the MH 

cannot continue correctly unless the connection states at the source, base station, and MH 

are updated reliably to ensure correctness.

The type of rerouting scheme used at the network layer governs the route that the 

update packets take to reach the source. After successftiUy transfernng all states and 

update information, the TCP connection opened between the two base stations is no
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longer needed and can be closed; as a result all resources used up can be breed. Note that 

the type of TCP scheme determines the source and content of such updates. In the case of 

Indirect TCP, the source is the new base station, and the update packet contains the new 

IP and port number. On the other hand, in case of WTCP, it is clear that the MH itself 

sends such an update packet, \\hich contains only the new IP address, as the port number 

used is the same.

In all rerouting schemes for the ITCP case, we must establish a TCP connection 

between the last two base stations the MH visited. This is necessary to transfer the state 

of the TCP connection opened at the old base station on behalf of the MH to the new base 

station. On the other hand, the path that update packet takes from either the new base 

station or MH to the source depends on the rerouting scheme used at the network layer. 

During cell forwarding, the update packet will travel backward through the old base 

stations until it reaches the source. Then the source will return an acknowledgment to the 

sender, which will assume that the source has updated its connection state, enabling it to 

resume normal TCP communication. In the case of bill rerouting, the update packet and 

its acknowledgement will utilize a new path between the new base station and the source. 

In partial rerouting, the new base station must wait for the crossover discovery algorithm 

[10] to finish and the subsequent receipt of a notibcation message. Then the update 

packet is sent through the crossover node.

For tree rerouting, there are two possible scenarios for updating the TCP connection. 

The brst possibility is to have only one TCP connection between the source and the MH 

(or the base station). In this case, the new base station includes the updated state 

information inside the join request message sent to the root of the multicast group. This
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scenario will o6er more bandwidth and greater resource utilization, because there is only 

one TCP connection (or two for ITCP) established between the two communicating 

peers. Unfortunately, it will take more time to establish the new TCP connection at the 

new location, which in turn will increase the disruption time at MH as well as the buffer 

requirements at base stations. The second scenario involves establishing a TCP 

connection between the root and every base station that is a member of the broadcast 

group, and only one base station will transfer packets to the MH.

In this case, the MH can start communication immediately after moving and 

registering with the new base station. There is no need for state transfer or update 

packets. Obviously, this method will waste bandwidth along the extra connections; it will 

also waste resources at the source and all inactive base stations, that is base stations to 

which MH has not visited.

2.2.1 Cell forwarding interaction protocol

In this section we will explain the detail steps of the cell forwarding and mobile TCP 

interaction protocol. In this protocol we will show how different mobile TCP schemes 

perform connection establishment, sending packet, and sending acknowledgment. 

Further, we will show how different mobile TCP schemes would react to packet drop due 

to mobility.
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7  8 Old path
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1: Hint signal from MH.
2: Old BS establishs a TCP connection and starts sending TCP 
state information opened on behalf MH(ITCP).
3: MH arrives and tries to acquire a channel.
4: New BS acknowledges MH and assignes it a new IP address.
5: MH communicates the update packet to the source through new 
BS (WTCP). Or, new BS sends MH the new port number (ITCP- 
TCP).
6: New BS forwards the update packet through old BS.
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Figure 21: Cell forwarding and mobile TCP interaction protocol.

We are assuming a communication between a 6x host (FH) sender and a mobile host 

(MH) receiver. The FH does not move while the MH moves while communicating with 

the FH. The last hop of the path is a wireless connection between a base station (BS) and 

the MH while the connection between the FH and the BS can be wireless or wireline. In 

both cases, we wiU ignore the error transmission between the FH and the BS.

The communication started when the FH sends a connection establishment request to 

MH. It will utilize the normal TCP hand shake process as in TCP Reno except for split 

TCP vdiere the BS intercept the packet and responds to the FH by accepting the 

connection establishment on behalf of the MH. Then, the BS will establish another 

connection with the MH.

Whüe the connection between the FH and MH is active, MH keeps moving toward 

another BS. When the signal strength received 6om the new BS is stronger than the
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signal strength received 6"om the old BS, MH inform the old BS about a possible hand 

oG" to the new BS by sending a hint packet. This hint packet contains the identity of the 

new BS.

In case of split TCP, old BS establishes a TCP connection with the new BS 

immediately after receiving the hint packet from the MH. After successftd connection 

establishment with the new BS, old BS sends the state information of all the TCP 

connections opened on behalf of the MH to the new BS.

When MH reached the cell of the new BS, it sends a packet requesting a channel and 

includes its identity information in such a packet. MH waits because it is unable to send 

any acknowledgements back to the sender until a respond is back &om the new BS. The 

respond acknowledges the request for a channel and include a new IP address to the MH. 

At this point, the MH is assigned a channel and it knows its new IP.

The FH must be updated about the new address of the MH. In case of WTCP, the MH 

will communicate its new identity (IP) to the FH by sending an update packet through the 

new BS, which will forward it to the old BS because the underline rerouting protocol is 

cell forwarding. The old BS will forward the update message to the FH. If FH receives 

the update packet correctly, it will acknowledge the old BS. As a result, old BS is 

confidence that the FH know about the new address of MH and the responsibility is 

shifted to the new BS. Thus, old BS removes the TCP forward connection with the new 

BS.

In ITCP-TCP, the new BS already knows the new IP address of the MH, and hence it 

sends it directly to the FH. The old port number that MH uses while communicating with
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the old BS might not be available at new BS. Therefore, the new BS commnnicates an 

available port number that MH can use to communicate with it.

2.2.2 Full rerouting Interaction protocol

After FH establishes a TCP connection with the MH as explained earlier it will start 

moving toward the cell of the new BS. When the signal strength of new BS increases 

enough, the MH sends a hint message to the old BS that contains the identity of the new 

BS. In case of ITCP-TCP, similar to previous protocol, old BS establishes a forward TCP 

connection with the new BS in order to transfer the states of all the TCP connections 

establish on behalf of MH.

F S

Old path N. '3
N ew  path

M H  :

1: H in t s ig n a l from  M H .
2: O ld  BS e s tab lish  a T C P 
co n n ec tio n  and s ta r t se n d in g  T C P 
sta te  in fo rm a tio n  o p e n ed  on b e h a lf  
M H ( /r C P ) ,
3 :N ew  BS e s ta b lish e  a T C P  
c o n n ec tio n  w ith  so u rce  d e lie v e r  the 
new  c o n n ec tio n  sta te .
4: M H  arrive  and  re q u e s t a c h an n e l. 
5: N ew  BS a c k n o w le d g e  M H  and 
a ssig n  it a new  IP a d d ress .

6: M H  c o m u n ic a te  
th e  p o rt n u m b e r  to 
new  B S (W T C P ).
7: N ew  B S in form  
old BS a b o u t  the  
a rriv a l o f  M H , 
w h ic h  w ill rem o v e  
the  T C P  fo rw a rd  
p a th .
8: N ew  B S  se n d s  a 
c o n n e c tio n  u p d a te  
p a c k e t  to the  
sen d e r.

Figure 2.2: Full rerouting and mobile TCP interaction protocol
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In ITCP-TCP, new BS establishes a TCP connection with the FH and sends a packet 

to inform it about its IP and new port number (if needed to change it). The FH will buffer 

the new information for future use and will keep communicating with the MH through 

the old TCP connection.

When MH reached the cell of the new BS, it sends a packet requesting a channel and 

includes its identity information in such a packet. MH waits because it is unable to send 

any acknowledgements back to the sender until a respond is back 6om the new BS. The 

respond acknowledges the request for a channel and include a new IP address to the MH. 

At this point, the MH is assigned a channel and it knows its new IP.

In WTCP, the MH will communicate the desired port number that new BS can use to 

communicate with as the new BS knows its new IP. Next, the new BS sends a 

notiScation messages to the old BS about the arrival of the MH. As a result, old BS tears 

down the TCP forward path with the new BS.

The new BS sends an update packet to the FH. In case of ITCP-TCP, the packet only 

signal the FH to use the new connection information already stored at its local buffer in 

place of the old connection. In WTCP, the packet includes the new IP address of the MH 

and the port number to use for communication.

2.2.3 Tree rerouting Interaction protocol

In this protocol, the hint process is not necessary due to the fact that the new BS already 

receiving a copy of all TCP packets destined to MH. When MH moves to the cell of the 

new BS, it requests a channel from the BS. If the new BS has enough resources, it will
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acknowledge MH's request for a channel and assign it a new IP. Immediately, new BS 

sends a request to the old BS to forward any new or buffered packets destined to MH.

FS

Move
: MH

1 : M H arrive and tries to acquire a channel. 
2: New BS acknowledge M H and assign it a 
new IP address.
3; New BS sends a request to old BS to start 
forwarding buffered or new data destined to 
MH. In case o f  split TCP, this message 
represent a TCP connection establishment. 
4: Old BS start forwarding state information 
to new BS.
5: M H sends an update message to source 
(WTCP).
6: New BS establishes a TCP connection to 
update the connection state information 
with the new address o f MH and the new 
port num ber (ITCP). Forward the update 
packet to source (W TCP).
7 : source sends data over the new 

1 connection.
8:New BS forward the data packets.

No connection tear down is necessary  
because updating the state information is 
enough to stop sending to the old BS.

Figure 2.3: Tree rerouting and mobile TCP interaction protocol

In case of ITCP-TCP, the new BS established a TCP connection with the old BS to 

receive the state information for aU the sockets open at old BS on behalf of MH. After a 

successful establishment of the forward TCP connection, the old BS starts sending the 

state information.

When the MH moves to the new BS and changing its IP address, it needs to inform 

the FH. In WTCP, the MH sends an update packet through the new BS. The new BS 

establish a TCP connection with the FH to update the connection state information with 

the new address of MH and the new port number in case of ITCP-TCP or to forward the 

update packet to FH in case of WTCP. After receiving the update information, the FH 

start sending new data destined to the MH through the newly established connection.
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2.3 Evaluation metrics

Depending on the direction of the communication, there are two types of disruption 

times. The 6rst type is the dowwhnA diarupizo» dmg (DT D), which is the time between 

the arrival of the last packet to the mobile receiver while at the cell of the old BS and the 

arrival of the 6rst packet to the mobile receiver while at the cell of the new BS. The 

length of this disruption time affects the throughput of the TCP connection due to the fact 

that the MH will delay sending acknowledgments until it receives the Grst packet at the 

new location. In order to receive data, the MH needs to acquire a channel 6om the new 

BS and then establish all necessary connections.

The second disruption time is the dzsn^do» dme DT-U, which is deGned as

the time between sending the last acknowledgment by the mobile host while at the cell of 

the old BS and sending the first acknowledgment while at the cell of the new base station. 

The length of such disruption time also clearly affects the throughput of the TCP 

connection because the sender uses a window mechanism to control the data Gow with 

the receiver. Hence, the sender's ability to send new data depends on the arrival of 

acknowledgments 6om the destination.

The uplink disruption time has an extra requirement over the downlink disruption 

time. This extra requirement is the dependence on the timing of the arrival of the Grst 

packet to the mobile host at the new cell. The measurement of disrupGon time enables us 

to determine the length of time interval it will take the mobile receiver to start receiving 

data, as it is the pause time the mobile user will experience in real apphcaGons. 

Calculating this type of disrupGon time will also provide more accurate measurement of 

the time it will take the sender to receive the Grst acknowledgement after a handoff. The
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importance of DT-U is that the chances of the sender entering a congestion avoidance 

period lower when the DT-U is shorter.

We calculated the downlink birSer required at the old base stations for all different 

cases of rerouting and TCP schemes. When the old BS uses immediate 

acknowledgement, the buffer required to support the handoff process will depend on the 

length of the time between when the MH moves hom the cell of the old BS until the old 

BS receives the forward request horn the new BS. Despite whether the MH is a sender or 

receiver, the old BS does not need to buffer any data on the uplink side, because either 

the old path or the forward path is available for transmission. On the other hand, the 

bufkr requirement at the new BS and MH can be ignored since the MH is only sending 

acknowledgements and losing one acknowledgmGnt can be recovered by the next one. In 

future work we are consideriug duplex communication between the two end points. At 

the end, the simulation results show the throughput of the TCP sender for all different 

cases.

Our main goal is to present the interaction protocols between all different wireless 

TCP schemes and rerouting schemes. We present our results to help protocol designers to 

choose the best combination that hts their need. It is beyond the scope of the paper to 

achieve optimal performance of any of the metrics mentioned in this section. The design 

of cooperate protocols at the TCP level and at the network level is still an open for more 

improvement.
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2.4 Analytical model and simulation

In this section, we present onr analytical model and derive equations for various metrics 

introduced in section 2.4 as the mobile host moves 6om the old to the new cell. The 

calculations used in the analytical models assume that the sender always has data to be 

sent. The notations used in our analytical models are presented below in table 2.3.

Number of nodes on the path between the nodes X and Y.

The buffer space required at node X.

Sctrl Size of a control packet.

Sdatal Size of a data packet.

Time needed to check a nodes' table in order to find the 

crossover point.

Disruption time at mobile host on the uplink side.

Tdt-d -x

Disruption time at mobile host on the downlink side through X path: 

X=Nor F, (N=new, F=fbrward).

The total time needed to establish a TCP connection between nodes X

and Y. If Z is present in the notation, it means "while connecting to 

Z".
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W 77 T  1 Sctrl 1 r 
cicqr BW wl W

Sctrl 1 J  
BW wl ^  ^ w l

Table 23: Notations nsed in the analytical model 

As far as the new BS is concerned, it is obvious that there is no buffer overhead 

related to handoff either on the up or down links. The reason is that it will start receiving 

data destined to the MH only when the communication channel with the MH is 

established. The only exception is in the case of tree rerouting for which we wül calculate 

such a buffer requirement when we present the evaluation of tree rerouting.

In order to calculate the buffer requirements we will fbUow the steps in Figures 2.1- 

2.13. The maximum buffer requirement at the old base station is the total size of all 

packets arriving at the old base station after the MH moves until the forward path is 

established. There is no buffer requirement at the old BS in case of full rerouting and cell 

forwarding because the forward path is established before the MH leaves its old cell. In 

the case of tree rerouting, the old base station will keep buffering packets until it receives 

a request from new BS to remove itself 6om the multicast group (message 6). This buffer 

requirement is shown in (1).

The length of DT D-N, during full rerouting and ITCP, equals the sum of the lengths 

of messages 4, 5, 7, 8, and the time it takes the Grst packet to arrive at the MH and is
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shown in equation (2). For WTCP, we added message 6 ^  it is part of

establishing the new connection and is shown in (3). Following the same procedure, 

equation (4) shows the disruption time in the case of cell forwarding when the transport 

layer uses the WTCP scheme. For cell forwarding combined with ITCP, the update 

packet is sent by the new BS and not by the MH. Therefore, message 5 will not be 

included as shown in (5). For tree rerouting, the only difference between the case of 

WTCP and ITCP is message 3. Message 3 is merely a request to join the multicast group 

at the network level in the case of WTCP, as presented in equation (6), whereas for ITCP 

it represent TCP connection establishment and shown in equation (7).

+ r, +-\  - T C P -o B S -n B S

+  Z,,, jx )+

wl
wl

, r  _  -  fF T U f) =  T ,+  2Tz +  )x  +  Z ,, )+

r  _D (C f -  / r c f  ) = 71+27^+ (A^;gg_gg)x(^+Z ,)+

(2)

(3)

(4)

K
(5)

DT D(ZR -  fFTTf ) = Z, + — —  +
V w

N oBS -  src (6)
J

DT__T{TR~ITCP) + ^ Ctrl + Z,T C P -o B S -.s rc (7)
wl

The length of DT D-F depends on the location of the new packet that is sent to the 

MH. The packet can either be located at the local buSer of the old BS, or at the sender's 

buffer, or in between. We based our calculation on the Brst assumption, because the 

connection is active before the MH moves, and most likely, packets will arrive at the old
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BS before the MH Gnishes registration with the new BS. The length of this disruption 

time is the same in the case of full rerouting and cell forwarding and in the case of tree 

rerouting this disruption time is 2ero.

We used network simulator w-2 to conduct our experiments. We added additional 

patches to the simulator that includes modiGcation of the routing module to include the 

rerouting schemes and creation of the Indirect TCP agent.

In all the Figures generated using the analyGcal equaGons below, we set the wireline 

bandwidth to IGbps, wireless bandwidth to 11 Mbps, and the time to acquire a channel to 

50ms. Even though, 11 Mbps is higher than the current wireless technology bandwidth 

but we expect substanGal increase in wireless networks bandwidth. Hence, we are 

interested more in evaluating the impact of the different combination protocols on future 

networks rather than current one. Packets exchanged during the communicaGon process 

are of two types: control and data packets. For all the analyGcal equaGons and their 

corresponding Figures the size of the control packet and data packet was set to 48 and 

65536 bytes, respecGvely. Figure 2.5 shows that the longest disrupGon time expenenced 

by the MH is in the case of full rerouting as per the analyGcal equaGons. DisrupGon time 

was Gxed in the case of tree rerouting. The buffer requirement based on the analyGcal 

equaGon is presented in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Disruption time evaluation.

Simulation results are based on a mesh network configuration. The MH moves once 

between old and new base stations and the ûle transfer protocol (/^) was used as the 

senders application. The packet size of the ̂  application is 1000 bytes. At a predefined 

time, the MH will hand off to the new BS and rerouting scheme will be executed. Figure 

2.6 presents the bufkr requirement at old BS in all different combinations of wireless 

TCP schemes and rerouting methods. It is clear that the size of the buffer needed at old 

BS is increasing with the increase of the number of hops at the forwarding path.
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Figure 2.5: Buffer requirement at old BS.

The Figure shows one line that represents three very close lines. It suggests that the 

buffer requirements are very close for all three cases. The buffer requirements shown in 

the Figure present an extremely large buffer requirement in the magnitude of Gigabits. 

The reason is that the values of wireline and wireless bandwidths plugged into the 

analytical equations were very high.
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We like to point out that in the future when the underlying network bandwidths are 

very high the buffer requirements at the base stations will be enormous. In Figure 2.6, we 

simulated the interaction protocol of cell forwarding with ITCP-TCP scheme. We ran the 

simulator for 4 different values of number of hops between old and new BS's.

We chose values for effective bandwidth of 5 Mbps between wired nodes, including 

the base stations. The maximum buffer requirement for each run is used to plot the last 

chart in Figure 2.6 to show the impact of number of hops between old and new BS's on 

the bu& r requirement at old BS using the simulation.
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Figure 2.7: Sender's throughput.

The throughput of the sender is the number of packets sent per unit time. Figure 2.7 

shows the throughput of the sender for all cases of combination of transport and rerouting 

procedures. For the ITCP schemes we use the immediate acknowledgment scheme 

(ITCP-I). From Figure 2.7, it can be noticed that cell forwarding with ITCP-I and full 

rerouting with ITCP-I have similar performance up to a particular time in the simulation
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after which the performance of full rerouting with ITCP-I degrades. It is clear that ITCP-I 

achieves a better throughput than WTCP on top of every rerouting scheme.

2.5 Case study: Mobile IP and mobile TCP schemes

Mobile IP protocol [13] consists of three procedures: Registering the COA of the MH 

with the home agent (blading the permanent IP address of the MH with the current COA 

at the HA by adding one entry in the HA binding table), encapsulating/tunneling, and 

decapsulation. The movement of MH initiates the registration process. After reaching the 

new FA, the MH will request a channel to start communication. The foreign agent at the 

new location will make sure it is not the home agent of the MH before assigning a COA 

to the MH. Afterward, the foreign agent will communicate the COA address to the home 

agent who will use it to tunnel any packet addressed to the permanent address of the MH 

by adding a new IP header to tbe packet and replacing the destination address with the 

COA of the MH. This tunneling will debver the packets to the foreign agent who will 

decapsulate them and delivers the inner datagram to the mobile bost. The above scenario 

is very similar to tbe general case of full rerouting wbere tbe old route used by tbe 

packets before tbe bandoff is completely independent of tbe new route tbe packet uses 

after bandoff.

A MH is permitted to bave simultaneous bindings at the home agent This means that 

the home agent will have more than one entry in its binding table for the MH's permanent 

address. If this is the case, the home agent makes multiple copies of packets destined for 

the mobile host, and tunnels a copy to each care-of address and, hence, mobile IP ûts 

under the general case of tree rerouting.
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2.5.1 Analytical model

The downlink disruption time (DT D) is the time between the arrival of the last packet to 

the mobile receiver while at the cell of the old FA and the arrival of the Grst packet to the 

mobile receiver while at the cell of the new FA. The length of this disruption time affects 

the throughput of the TCP connection due to the fact that the MH will delay sending 

acknowledgments until it receives the first packet at the new location. In order to be able 

to receive data, the MH needs to acquire a channel hom the new FA and then establish all 

necessary transport layer connections.

We dehne disruption time differently hom [9,10], because we are more interested in 

assessing how long it will take the mobile receiver to start receiving data, as it more 

accurately measures the pause time the mobile user will experience in real applications. 

Calculating this type of disruption time will provide more accurate measurement of the 

time it will take the sender to receive the first acknowledgement after handoff.
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A
Move--------- 1 —— — —

MH

1 ; MH arrive and tries to acquire a 
channel.
2: New FA acknowledge MH and assign  
it a new COA.
3: New FA sends a request to old FA to 
start forwarding buffered or new data 
destined to MH. In ca se  of split TCP, 
this m essa g e  represent a TCP 
connection establishment.
4; Old FA start forwarding state 
information to new FA.
5: MH sen d s an update m essage  to 
source (WTCP).
6: New FA establishs a TCP connection  
to update the connection state 
information with the new COA and the 
new port number (ITCP). Forward the 
update packet to source (WTCP).

1 7: source sen d s data over the new  
connection.
8:New FA forward the data packets.

Wo connection tear down is necessary  
because updating the state information 
is enough to stop sending to the aid  BS.

Figure 2.8: Different TCP schemes on top of mobile IP, without simultaneous 
bindings.

We calculated the downlink buffer required at the old FA for both cases of mobile IP 

under different TCP schemes. When the old FA uses immediate acknowledging the buffer 

required to support the hand-off process depends on the length of the time &om when the 

MH moves 6om the cell of the old FA until the old FA receives the forward request from 

the new FA. Despite whether the MH is a sender or receiver, the old FA does not need to 

bufkr any data on the uplink side, because either the old path or the forward path is 

available for transmission. On the other hand, the buffer requirement at the new FA and 

MH can be ignored since the MH is only sending acknowledgements and losing one 

acknowledgment can be recovered by the next one.

The MH will not be able to receive any TCP packets through the new FA until it 

finishes registration and the forward or new paths are established. The length of
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disruption time at MH, through the old FA depends on the type o f the forward connection 

that needs to be established. In case o f WTCP, message 3 represents sending a control

FS

S e n d e r s

Move

1 : MH arrive and tries to 
acquire a ctiannel.
2: New FA acknow ledge MH 
and assign  it a new COA.
After this m e s sa g e , new FA 
will create a sock et with the 
MH's new COA.
3:New FA estab lishe a TCP 
connection witht the sender  
and send the new connection  
information(COA and possibly  
port number).
4: New FA sen d s a request to 
old FA to rem ove itself from 
the multicast group.
5:0ld BS request the source 
to c lose  the TCP 
connection(ITCP).

A ll the above steps are for 
ITC P . In case o f W T C P , a 
request to jo in  the m ulticase  
group from new  FA to the root 
is enough to continue the TC P  
com m unication.

Figure 2.9: DiSerent TCP schemes on top o f mobile IP, with simultaneous 
bindings.

packet at the network level which requires no acknowledgment while in case o f ITCP, it 

represents a TCP connection establishment. Equations (8) and (9) show this disruption 

time in case o f WTCP and ITCP, respectively.

+

+ ■ + L wl

'^ D T - D - F  ~ T \  +  +

+  ■o B S -n B S  ' BW„.,■ + L wl

(8)

(9)
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The time it will take the first packet to arrive to MH through the newly established 

path, TDT4>N. depends on the underline network protocol and the type of transport 

protocol in use. We show the disruption time m case of WTCP and ITCP on top of single 

binding mobile IP in (10). In (11) we show the case of ITCP on top of both cases of 

mobile IP. In (12) we present the length of disruption time in case of simultaneous 

binding with WTCP.

'^ D T - D  „  JV — ^  +  BW^.! T^TC P-oB S - s k  +
(10)

T d T - D ^ N  - T \  +  B w i  +  '^TCP-nBS-oBS +  T3 +

T  - T  +  4-

if S d a t a Ctrl _ '2J_j )N.V BW„ w /  oBS-src

The buffer requirement at the old FA for all both cases of mobile IP depends on the 

total sum of the length of the time it takes the MH to register with the new FA and the 

time it takes the new FA to build the forward hnk. The two mobile IP schemes will vary 

in the way they build the forward path. These variations will lead to different time 

requirements for building the forward path, and ultimately will require difkrent buffer 

sizes at the old FA. In both two cases, the old FA will stop bufkring when it receives 

either the request to forward message or the request to leave the multicast group message 

from the new FA. In the case of single binding, the message kom the new FA will be a 

request to establish a forward path. On the other hand, it will represent a request to leave
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the multicast group. In the 6rst case, the note message will arrive after the MH finishes 

registration with new FA and the request message travels from new to old FA. In the 

other case, the request to leave message sent to the old FA must wait until the new path is 

established and the new FA become a new member of the multicast group (messages 1-4 

in Figure 2.9). In (6) and (7) we showed the size of buffering at old FA in the cases of 

single and simultaneous binding.

^oBS -

'^ T ’ l  4 -  4 .  T  ^
B W ^  tc p -n B S -s r c

4_ ^crrl w  A T

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, we explain the interaction relationship between wireless TCP protocols 

and rerouting schemes. In addition, we presented comprehensive analytical methods to 

determine the buffer requirements at base stations and to estimate the disruption time at 

the MH. Also, we studied the interaction relationship between mobile TCP schemes and 

mobile IP and presented analytical results.

Future work involves investigating the impact of data link layer on the performance 

of wireless TCP and rerouting schemes. Also, the communication between two mobile 

peers will introduce new challenges and need to be study future.
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Chapter 3

Interaction between Mobile TCP and

Rerouting schemes in Connection-

Oriented Networks

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we studied and proposed protocols for the interaction relationship between 

all possible mobile TCP protocols and diSerent rerouting schemes in a coimection 

oriented network environment. In a connection oriented network, a network channel 

must be established and resources must be reserved before any data exchange can take 

place. We proposed protocols &r such interaction and built an analytical model to 

evaluate different metrics of importance including the buGer requirements at old and new 

BS's and the disruption time experienced by MH caused by mobility.
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In our protocols, we considered two cases: with hint and without hint where the hint 

process was defined in chapter 2. With-hint means that MH is able to predict the direction 

of its future move by using different techniques to measure the strength of signals 

received 6om difkrent base stations and in the absence of such a signal it is the without- 

hint case wherein the MH establishes connection with new BS after it disconnects 

suddenly hom old BS and enters the cell of new BS. In connection-oriented networks, 

partial rerouting scheme is distinguished from full rerouting and hence it will be 

considered as the fourth rerouting scheme. For all protocols, we assume that there is a 

control channel between old and new BS's and it is used to send control messages and 

not data. The control messages include:

# Mo_N: A message &om old BS to new BS about possible future movement of

MH (in case of “with hint”).

# M^o: A message from new BS to old BS about the arrival of MH (in case of

“without hint”).

# Mtear: A message 6om new BS to infbrm old BS about successful establishment 

of new path and a request to tear down old network channel.

# Mgmup-ieave: A message &om new BS to old BS requesting the later to remove it 

self from the multicast group.

For sending data reliably between old and new BS's, we need to establish a network 

channel and a transport connection. In case of Tree Rerouting, we do not need to 

establish forward connection (connection between old and new BS) at any layer because
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we need only to send one control message, which is either notiScation of future arrival 

(in case "with-hint") or notification message about arrival (in case of "without-hint").

3.2 Interaction between mobile TCP's and rerouting schemes

3.2.1 M obile TCP and Full rerouting

In this protocol, we propose detailed steps of the interaction protocol between mobile 

TCP protocols and fiill rerouting. First, we are going to detail the protocol steps to 

complete the interaction process between mobile TCP and fidl rerouting in case of no

hint and then we will explain the case when hint process is used.

BS

Old
connection

BS BS

Move
I MH

1 : MH arrives and tries to 
acquire a channel.
2: New 8 8  acknowledge MH. 
3: New BS sends a request 
to old BS to start forwarding 
buffered or new data 
destined to MH (this 
message include request to 
setup channel).
4: Old BS acknowledg the 
request and may start 
forwarding.
5: In case of ITCP, 3-way 
handshake process to 
establish a TCP connection 
between old and new BS's.
6: Set up a connection 
channel with sourece 
7: Establish the connection 
channel.
8: New BS sends a request 
to the sender to redirect all 
data to the new path(s) and 
tear down the old one.
9 and 10: source tears the 
old connection down.

Figure 3.1: Interactiou protocol between Mobile TCP and Full 
Rerouting -  without hint
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While MH is moving toward the cell of new BS, it suddenly looses communication 

with old BS. Next, MH tries to connect with new BS by sending a registration request 

shown in Figure 3.1 as step 1. New BS responds to the request by assigning MH a 

channel that enables MH to communicate again. During this process, old BS could 

receive packet(s) destined to MH. In case of WTCP, old BS can drop the packet(s) and 

the source has to recover those dropped packets by timing out and resending them again. 

This relieves old BS 6om any extra buffering or processing but causes degradation in 

TCP sending rate.

FS

12 13 6connection °

Move
M ji j

I ; MH sends a hint signal to old BS. 
2: In case o f ITCP, old BS sends 
sockets states information opened 
on behalf o f  MH.
3 and 4: Old BS requests to setup a 
netowrk channel with new BS and 
new BS establishes a connection 
channel.
5: Setup a network channel with 
sourece.
6: Establish the connection 
channel.
7: MH arrives and request a 
channel.
8: New BS assign MH a channel.
9: MH tmasmit a copy of sockets 
states information to new BS.
10: New BS request that packet 
forwarding start.
I I : New BS sends a request to the 
sender to redirect all data to the new 
path and tear down the old one.
12 and 13: Tear down the old and 
forward connections.
14: Source notify new BS about 
successful tear down.

Figure 3.2: Interaction protocol between Mobile TCP and FuU 
Rerouting- with hint

The buffer size needed at old BS to support handoff increases and decrease with the 

increase and decrease of two factors. The first is the length of the handoff process and the
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other is the level of packet arrival rate at old BS. When the handoff process fnished, old 

BS can forward arriving packets (destined to MH) to new BS. We suggest a method that 

611s in between, where old BS buffers the packets for some time hoping that the handoff 

process wiU finish soon so old BS can forward the packets to new BS. If the hand off 

process takes longer time than expected, old BS will drop incoming packets. Next, new 

BS sends a request to old BS to start forwarding buffered or new data destined to MH. 

This step includes a request to setup a network channel with old BS. After receiving the 

request, old BS acknowledges the request which also creates a network channel, and may 

start forwarding.

Only in case of ITCP, new BS started a 3-way handshake process to establish a TCP 

connection with old BS to transfer socket state rehably as we explained above. Next, the 

new BS sets up a network channel with the source and the source establishes the network 

channel as shown in steps 6 and 7 in Figure 3.1.

After establishing the connection with old BS and after packets start arriving, new BS 

sends a request to source to redirect all packets destined to MH to the new path and tear 

down the old coimection. The order in which connections were established above 

maintains in-order arrival of packets. Packets arriving from old BS reached first and then 

packets 6om the source reached second. Steps 10 and 11 take care of tearing down the 

old network channel opened between source and old BS to save network resources.

Figure 3.2, shows a representation of the interaction protocol between difkrent 

mobile TCP protocols and hill rerouting in case when the MH is capable of using the hint 

process. When MH moves close to the cell of new BS, the strength of the signals received 

hom new BS is stronger than the signals received 6om old BS. The MH then sends a hint
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signal to old BS about possible move to another cell and includes the address of new BS 

in the hint signal. After receiving the hint signal, old BS establish a network connection 

with new BS as shown in steps 2 and 3 in Figure 3.2. In case of ITCP, old BS already 

created sockets locally to support communication with MH and therefore, when MH 

moves to the cell of new BS, MH needs to maintain up to date socket(s) state(s) 

information for any connection opened at old BS on behalf of MH. A reliable connection 

between old and new BS is required to transfer the socket(s) state(s) information reliably. 

Also, using this TCP connection, old BS is required to send a copy of each packet sent to 

MH to new BS.

Steps 5 and 6 represent a network channel setup between new BS and source initiated 

by new BS. New BS knows that MH is going to move to its cell in the near future. So, in 

order to reduce the disruption time experienced by MH, new BS establishes a network 

channel with the source prior to the arrival of MH as shown in steps 5 and 6 but the 

source wiU not send any data to new BS until it receives a signal message announcing the 

arrival of MH to the cell of new BS. The connection pre-establishment between new BS 

and source reduces the disruption time at MH but at the same time it wastes network 

resources because it is reserved and not used until MH arrives.

Next, MH arrives at the cell of new BS and requests a channel with new BS. If 

resources are available then the new BS acknowledges the request and assigns MH a 

channel as represented by step 7 and 8 in the Figure 3.2. Next the new BS sends a request 

to the source to redirect all sent data to the new path which was established in steps 5 and 

6, and tears down the one established with old BS. The source responds to the request and 

tears down the old connection. Immediately after that the source informs the new BS
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about the successful connection tear down, which in turn signals new BS to remove the 

TCP and network connection established with old BS. These actions will 6ee network 

resources at each BS's and on the path between the two BS's (since such a path can be 

multi-hop path).

3.2.2 Mobile TCP and Cell forwarding

In this section we explain in detail the steps of the interaction protocol between mobile 

TCP and cell forwarding scheme. Figure 3.3 represents the interaction protocol when MH 

does not use the hint process. The protocol starts when MH arrives at the cell of new BS 

and sends a request to new BS to acquire a channel. If new BS has enough resources it 

will acknowledge MH's request and assign it a channel. The request and the 

acknowledgment messages are shown in Figure 3.3 as messages 1 and 2.

MH 1

1 : MH arrives and 
tries to acquire a 
channel.
2: New BS acknowl
edges MH.
3: New BS sends a 
channel setup 
request.
4: Channel creation. 
5: In case o f ITCP, a 
3-way handshake 
process intiated by 
new BS for old BS 
to send sockets 
states information to 
new BS.

3a and 3b happens 
simultaneously.

Figure 3.3: Interaction protocol between 
Mobile TCP and Cell Forwarding -  without hint
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Next the new BS sends a channel setup request over the path to old BS and old BS 

responds by confirming the creation of the channel as shown in steps 3 and 4 in Figure

3.3. In case of ITCP, old BS already opened two sockets for each connection established 

with MH. The state information for aU sockets opened at old BS on behalf MH needs to 

be transferred reliably to new BS in order to continue a seamless communication between 

the source and MH. Therefore, in step 5, new BS establishes a TCP connection with old 

BS using the 3-way handshake process. After a successful connection establishment, old 

BS sends the sockets state to new BS over the newly established TCP connection. The 

TCP connection between old and new BS's is removed as soon as old BS finishes 6om 

transferring the sockets state information to free memory spaces and reduce processing 

load at both ends.

Figure 3.4 show the details of the interaction protocol between mobile TCP and cell 

forwarding when MH uses hint process. The main difference between this protocol and 

the previous protocol shown in Figure 3.3 is in the way sockets state information is 

trans6rred to new BS in case of ITCP. In this protocol, when old BS receives the hint 

signal &om MH, it sends a copy of the socket state to MH as shown in step 2 in Figure

3.4. When MH moves to the cell of new BS, it will establish a TCP connection with new 

BS as part of ITCP protocol. In this case, MH can use the reliable connection already 

opened with new BS to transfer the sockets state reliably. This method of sockets' states 

transfer saves old and new BS's from establishing and tearing down a TCP connection, 

which will save the two BS's time and network resources.
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Old path

Move 1
MH I MH I

1 : Hint signal from MH. 
2: Old BS sends socket 
information opened on 
behalf o f MH, in case of 
TTCP.
3: Old BS sends a 
channel setup request.
4: Channel establishment 
message.
5: MH arrive and tries to 
acquire a channel.
6: New BS acknowledge 
MH.
7: In case o f ITCP, MH 
sends the TCP state 
information opened at 
old BS on behalf o f MH. 
8: Start forwarding 
request.

Figure 3.4: Interactioii protocol between Mobile 
TCP and Cell Forwarding with hint.

3.2.3 Mobile TCP and Partial rerouting

In this protocol, part of the old path between source and MH while at old BS is reused. 

The resources at the reused part are maintained and data stored or passing by these 

resources are not dropped and hence need not to be resent by the sender. In the first case, 

the hint process is not available and MH knows about its move only after it reaches the 

cell of new BS. The steps of the protocol are presented briefly in Figure 3.5. Below, more 

discussion is presented for each step.

Steps (1 and 2): A request for a connection establishment and channel allocation 

sent by MH and responded to by the new BS if it has enough resources.
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Step 3: New BS sends a request to old BS to establish a network channel and 

request old BS to forward data to itself. Also, new BS asks old BS to invoke 

crossover point search algorithm to 6nd the crossover point.

Step 4: Old BS acknowledges the requests and the acknowledgment confirms 

establishing a network channel between the two BS's.

Step 5 : In case of ITCP, new BS establishes a TCP connection with old BS to 

transfer socket state information opened on behalf of MH f-om old BS to new BS.

1 : MH arrive and tries to 
acquire a channel.
2: New BS acknowledge MH's 
request (registration).
3: New BS requests old BS to 
forward data to itself and asks 
old BS to invoke crossover 
point search algorithem.
4:01d BS acknowledges the 
request.
5: New BS establishes a TCP 
connection with old BS to 
transfer socket states 
information (ITCP)
6: Old BS execute the 
crossover algorithm.
7: Crossover point sends a 
request to establish a 
connection to the new BS.
8; New BS infonns crossover 
point about sucoesful 
connection establishment and 
it receive the 
acknowledgment.
9,10: Tear down old 
connection.

Figure 3.5: Interaction protocol between Mobile TCP 
and Partial Rerouting -  without hint.

Step 6: Old BS execute the crossover algorithm to fnd the crossover point and to 

inform crossover point about the identity of new BS.

Old path

Move
I MH
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Steps 7 and 8: Crossover point sends a request to establish a network channel to 

new BS and the new BS sends an acknowledgement to setup the channel along 

the path in between.

Steps 9 and 10: Cross over point tears down the old connection and frees network 

resources along the path.

1: MH sends a hint signal to old BS, 
2: In case of ITCP, old BS sends a 
copy of sockets states information to 
MH.
3: Old BS request channel setup.
4: New BS establish the channel.
5: Old BS execute the crossover 
algorithm.
6: Crossover node sends a request to 
establish a  connection to the new 
BS.
7: Setup coonection with the cross 
over point.
8: MH arrive and tries to acquire a 
channel.
9: New BS acknowledge MH.
10: In case o f ITCP, MH sends 
sockets states information to new 
BS.
11 : New BS request the start of 
packet forwarding.
12: New BS requests the start of 
packet forwarding and torn down of 
old connection.
13 and 14: Tom down the old 
connection.

Figure 3.6: Interaction protocol between Mobile TCP and 
Partial Rerouting -  with hint.

When hint process is used by MH to notij^ old BS about a possible move, the steps of 

interaction protocol shown in Figure 3.6 have some di@erences with the one shown in 

Figure 3.6. In case of with-hint and ITCP, the states of all sockets opened at old BS are 

sent to MH while it is in the cell of old BS using existing TCP connection between old 

BS and MH and there is no need to establish a TCP connection between old and new BS 

to transfer sockets state information. The second diSerence between hint and no-hint

Sender

Old path

Move
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protocols is that in the first, old BS executes the cross-over discovery algorithm before 

MH moves and in the later the old BS executes the algorithm after MH moves.

3.2.4 Mobile TCP and Tree rerouting

Data communication between source and destination MH requires establishing two 

connections: one connection at the network layer and the other at the transport layer. 

When MH is at the cell of old BS and new BS is a member of the multicast group, there 

are three alternatives to connect new BS to the root of the multicast group in order to 

receive a copy of the data sent by the source.

Move

1 : MH arrive and tries to 
acquire a channel.
2: New BS acknowledge 
MH's request 
(registration).
3: New BS establishes a 
TCP connection with old 
BS to transfer sockets 
states reliably (ITCP).
4: New BS informs old 
BS to remove itself from 
the multicast group.
5 and 6: Old BS sends a 
request to leave the 
multicast group to the 
root, which will 
acknolwedg such a 
request.

Figure 3.7: Interaction between mobile TCP schemes 
and Tree rerouting-without hint.

# Method 1: New BS establishes a network channel and transport layer 

connection when MH moves to its cell or when new BS receives a note
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about MHs possible move. In this method, resources along the path between 

the root of the multicast group and new BS are used only when MH moves, 

or about to move, to the cell of new BS and there&re it minimizes resources 

consumption. On the negative side, this approach increases the delay 

experienced by MH as new BS will start to establish the connection with the 

root only after MH moves to the new cell.

# Method 2: In this method, new BS opens a network channel with the root of

the multicast group before the arrival of MH or the hint signal. After new 

BS receives a registration request horn MH (in case of 'Svithout h inf) or a 

notification (in case of "with hint") of possible MH movement to its cell, it 

initiates a 3-way hand shake process to establish a TCP connection with the 

root. In best case scenario, new BS will have all the packets destined to MH 

in its local buffer and it does not need the source TCP to retransmit any 

packets.

# Method 3 : This is the most aggressive method that can be used by a new BS.

Here new BS establishes both network and transport layers connections

prior to the arrival of MH or the arrival of the hint signal 6om old BS. 

Resources along the path between the root and new BS are reserved and a 

copy of each TCP packet sent to MH is sent also to new BS. It is clear that 

this method consumes network resources much more than the above two 

methods. In this method, new BS has a copy of the most recent packets sent
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to MH and therefore protects the TCP sender 6om retransmitting any packet 

that arrives correctly at new BS. Also the MH can start communicating with 

nodes in the network immediately after successftd channel allocation.

In this section, we consider the second method as it requires less resource than 

method 3 and at the same time provides higher probability that the packets sent by the 

sender and unacknowledged by MH are still in the local buffer of new BS. Hence, this 

scheme reduces the probabiUty that the sender will time out and retransmit any packets.

Senders

I MH

1 : Hint signal from MH.
2: In case o f ITCP. old BS
sends socket information 
opened on behalf o f MH.
3: Old BS informs new BS 
about MH possilble move.
4: MH arrive and tries to 
acquire a channel.
5: New BS acknowledge 
MH's request (registration).
6: MH sends the socket 
information opend at old BS 
(ITCP).
7: New BS informs old BS to 
remove itself from the 
multicast group.
8 and 9: Old BS sends a 
request to leave the multicast 
group to the root, which will 
acknolwedg such a request.

Figure 3.8: Interaction between mobile TCP schemes and 
Tree rerouting-with hint.

Figure 3.7 shows the steps needed to complete the interaction protocol between 

different mobile TCP schemes on top of tree rerouting when MH does not use the hint
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process. Figure 3.8 describes the same protocol when MH utilizes the hint facility. In this 

section, we explain the detail steps of the interaction protocol while using Figures 3.7 and 

3.8 as a summarized. When MH does not use the hint process, the steps of the interaction 

protocol are as follows:

Steps 1 and 2: These two steps are similar to previous protocols.

Step 3: In case of ITCP and with the information provided by MH about the 

identity of old BS, the new BS establishes a TCP connection with old BS to 

transfer sockets state rehably. After successftd connection establishment, old BS 

sends the states information to new BS.

Step 4: After it receives all state information, new BS informs old BS to remove 

itself hem the multicast group.

Steps 5 and 6: As a response to the request in step 4, old BS sends a request to 

leave the multicast group to the root, which will acknowledge the request and hee 

ah reserved resources along the path.

In case of "with-hint", the steps of the interaction protocol are similar to the above 

steps with one difference. In case of ITCP and when MH informs old BS about its 

possible move, old BS sends sockets state information to MH over the TCP connection 

that already exists. After MH moves to the cell of new BS, it wiU exchange the sockets 

information with new BS. Therefore, new BS need not establish a TCP connection with 

old BS to exchange the sockets information.
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3.3 Protocol verification and proof of correctness

In this section we present a finite state machine model to proof the correctness of the 

interaction protocol between cell forwarding and mobile TCP. The interaction protocol is 

explained in more details in section 3.2.2.

Number
MH

position
states

MH states Old BS states New BS states Wireless link 
states

0 Attached to 
oldBS

Measuring the 
strength of beacon 

signal received 
from different BS's

Idle Idle Idle

1 Attached to 
new BS

Processing packet 
Pi (including 

generating ACK Ai)

Processing packet 
destined to MH

Processing channel 
setup request sent by 

oidBS
Contains packet Pi

2

Decided to move 
and doesn't have 

sockets states 
information

Processing ACK 
destined to sender

Processing 
registration request 

sent by MH
Contains ACK Ai

3
Decided to move 
and have sockets 
states information

Expecting ACK (Ai- 
Ai+w)

Processing sockets 
states sent by MH

contains hint 
signal sent by MH

4

Waiting for 
registration ACK 
from new BS and 

doesn't have sockets 
states information

Expecting packet (Pi- 
Pi+w)

Contains sockets 
states information 

packet

5

Waiting for 
registration ACK 
from new BS and 

have sockets states 
information

Processing hint signal

Contains 
registration 

request packet sent 
byMH

6

Processing 
registration ACK 

received from new 
BS

Forwarding packets to 
MH directly

Contains 
registration ACK 
sent by new BS to 

MH

7 Forwarding packets to 
MH through new BS

Table 3.1: Values of ail Variables of the Protocol.
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Intial state

Set o f final states

Figure 3.9: Protocol Correctness Proof 

In tables 3.1 and 3.2 we presented the Gnite states and transitions possible in the 

protocol. A unique state called initial state. We will proof the correctness of the protocol 

by showing that starting from the initial state, the protocol goes to a subset of states 

called final states that signal the end of the interaction protocol. Also, we will show that 

there is a path Gom every final state to the initial state. Figure 3.9 illustrates the proof. In 

the Figure, state 1 is the initial state and the set of Gnal states are 2,3,4, and 5.

We should point out that the protocol goes to the initial state when it receives the 

first packet through the new BS. In this study we assume that the control packets are 

neither lost nor duplicated and they arrive in a FIFO order.

The interaction protocol starts when the mobile receiver receives the first packet Gom 

source through old BS. At this point, the mobile host will be attached to the old BS and 

hence, the value of the variable "MH position states" is 0. The mobile receiver (MH) 

state will be "Processing packet Pi" which corresponds to the variable value 1 as shown 

in table 3.1. The old BS and new BS are idle, and hence, their state values are O's. 

Finally, the wireless link does not contain any packet and this corresponds to the value 0. 

To put it all together, the initial state of the interaction protocol is (0,1, 0, 0,0).
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We define the set of final state to be the subset of protocofs states where the protocol 

is complete. After the interaction protocol finished, receiving a packet by the mobile host 

though the current base station will take the protocol to the initial state again.

According to the définition of Gnal state, the protocol is in a final state after mobile 

host receives the ACK for registration request Gom new BS as per the protocol 

description. At this point, the new BS is aware of mobile host's movement. As a result, 

when it receives a packet destined to MH, it wiU be able to pass it through to MH. The 

transition of sending a packet by new BS to MH will take the protocol to the initial state 

and signal the end of the interaction protocol. The status of the other 4 variables of the 

model does not affect the behavior of the protocol. We will use an asterisk as the variable 

value to indicate that the variable's value has no impact on the behavior of the protocol. 

Therefore, the Gnal state of the protocol is (1, 0, *, *, *) and it means that MH has 

successfully registered with new BS and waiting for a packet to arrive. The states of old 

BS, new BS, and wireless link have no effect because the transiGon that wiU take the 

model to the initial state can not happen until the rerouting protocol is Gnished and the 

new BS knows the state infbrmaGon.
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MO.

MO MO
MO

MO
M 6

OlO

Figure 3.10: A Gnite state diagram for the interaction protocol of cell forwarding 
and mobile TCP in connecGon-oriented environment.

Now, we will show that our interaction protocol is able to transit successfully from 

the iniGal state to any Gnal state and then goes again to the iniGal state. This cycle is 

repeated every time the mobile host moves. In Figure 3.10, the iniGal state is (0 1 0 0 0) 

and the set of final states are shown in the diagram as the bold states. TransiGon MO takes 

the model from the Gnal states back to the iniGal state.

Transition Who is running Action
MO MH R e c e i v e  p a c k e t  P i
Ml MH S e n d s  A C K  A i
M2 MH R e c e i v e s  s t r o n g e r  s i g n a l  f r o m  n e w  B S
M3 MH S e n d s  h i n t  s i g n a l  t o  o l d  B S

M4 MH Receives ACK from old BS for the hint signal friat
c o n t a i n s  s o c k e t s  s t a t e s  i n f o r m a t i o n .

M5 MH S e n d s  r e g i s t r a t i o n  r e q u e s t  m e s s a g e  t o  n e w  B S  a n d  
start Timer for Request Retransmission (TRR).

M6 MH Receives registration ACK from new BS
M7 MH S e n d s  s o c k e t s  s t a t e s  i n f o r m a t i o n  t o  n e w  B S
M8 MH T R R  e x p i r e s

01 OldBS R e c e i v e s  p a c k e t  P i  f r o m  s e n d e r
02 OldBS Receives ACK Ai from MH
03 Old BS R e c e i v e s  c o r r u p t e d  p a c k e t  P i
04 OldBS R e c e i v e s  c o r r u p t e d  A C K  A i
05 OldBS Sends packet Pi to MH
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06 OldBS R e c e i v e s  a  h i n t  s i g n a l  f r o m  M H
07 OldBS S e n d s  s o c k e t s  s t a t e s  i n f o r m a t i o n  t o  M H
08 OldBS S e n d s  c h a n n e l  s e t u p  r e q u e s t  t o  n e w  B S
09 OldBS R e c e i v e  c h a n n e l  s e t u p  c o n f o r m a t i o n  f r o m  new B S
OlO OldBS Receives a  f o r w a r d  r e q u e s t  f r o m  new B S

N 1 N e w  B S Receives a channel setup request from old BS

N2 N e w  B S S e n d s  c h a n n e l  e s t a b l i s h m e n t  c o n f o r m a t i o n  t o  o l d  
BS

N3 N e w  B S R e c e i v e s  a  r e g i s t r a t i o n  r e q u e s t  f r o m  M H
N4 N e w  B S Sends registration ACK to MH

N5 N e w  B S R e c e i v e s  s o c k e t s  s t a t e s  i n f o r m a t i o n  p a c k e t  f r o m  
MH

N6 N e w  B S S e n d s  a  f o r w a r d i n g  r e q u e s t  t o  o l d  B S

W1 wireless link D e l i v e r s  p a c k e t  P i  t o  M H
W2 wireless link D e l i v e r s  A C K  A i  t o  o l d  B S
W3 w i r e l e s s  l i n k D e l i v e r s  h i n t  s i g n a l  t o  o l d  B S
W4 w i r e l e s s  l i n k D e l i v e r s  s o c k e t s  s t a t e s  i n f o r m a t i o n  p a c k e t  t o  M H
W5 w i r e l e s s  l i n k D e l i v e r s  r e g i s t r a t i o n  r e q u e s t  t o  n e w  B S
W6 w i r e l e s s  l i n k D e l i v e r s  A C K  f o r  r e g i s t r a t i o n  r e q u e s t  t o  M H

W7 wireless l i n k D e l i v e r s  s o c k e t s  s t a t e s  i n f o r m a t i o n  p a c k e t  t o  n e w  
BS

W8 w i r e l e s s  l i n k D r o p s  t h e  p a c k e t  i t  c o n t a i n s

Table 3.2: Possible transactions by all members of the protocol.

3.4 Evaluation metrics

When MH moves from its current cell, its connection will be disrupted until it establishes 

a connection with another BS. Depending on the direction of the communication, there 

are two types of disruption times DT D and DT_U as explained in chuter 2. In case of 

'Svithout-hint", DT_U can be further divided into two sub-types: DT D-F and DT D-N.

The mobility nature of the receiver introduces an excess buffer requirement on the old 

and new base stations. There&re, with the increase of mobile devices usage, the base 

stations' buffer space will be a critical aspect to the performance of any communication 

taking place in mobile networks. Hence we calculated the buffer required on old and new 

base stations in different directions (up and down links) for all different cases of rerouting
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and TCP schemes. When old BS uses immediate acknowledgement the buffer required 

for supporting the hand-off process depends on the length of the time from when MH 

moves f"om the cell of old BS until old BS receives the forward request 6om new BS. On 

the other hand, the buffer requirement at new BS depends on the time it will take the 

forward or new path to be established. In the next section, we derive analytical equations 

for computing the exact values of buffer requirements.

The last metric is the buffer requirement at MH. When MH disconnects 6om its old 

base station, it cannot send out data and hence data coming from higher layers are stored 

at the network layer until a successful registration with the new BS is complete. Hence, 

the buffer requirement at MH equals the size of the packet received during the disconnect 

time. We assume that the cells of neighboring base stations have an overlap area 

maintaining signal reception, and hence, the length of the movement of MH between the 

two BS's is omitted for our models.

3.5 Analytical model

In this section, we present our analytical model to derive the metrics introduced in section

3.3. This section is further divided into two sub-sections: with-hint and without-hint as 

presented in Figure 3.9. In each subsection, we presented the calculation of buffer 

requirement at old BS and disruption time at MH. Since message numbering is not 

uniGed in Figures 3.1 -  3.8 of the interaction protocols, we added one table containing 

the meaning of common notations used in the analytical model in addition to one table 

for each one of the eight interaction protocols to explain the value of the messages. The 

calculations presented in this section assume that the sender always has data to be sent.
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Below, we deGne the common notations for all interaction protocols used in our 

analytical model:

Symbol Description

Number of nodes on the path between the nodes X and Y.

T h e  b u f f e r  s p a c e  r e q u i r e d  a t  n o d e  X .

Bandwidth on the wireline and wireless link, respectively.

L a t e n c y  o n  w i r e d  a n d  w i r e l e s s  l i n k ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y .

B ctfl S i z e  o f  a  c o n t r o l  p a c k e t .

Bdaîal S i z e  o f  a  d a t a  p a c k e t .

Bsrale Size of sockets state opened at old BS on behalf of MH.

IJW

S t î l t C î v j H - n e w

T h e  t o t a l  t i m e  n e e d e d  t o  e s t a b l i s h  a  T C P  c o n n e c t i o n  b e t w e e n  n o d e s  X

—  j  \ r

Table 3.3: Description of analytical model symbols.

For all rerouting and TCP schemes, there is no buffer requirement at MH either on the 

uplink or on the downlink sides because MH is a receiver that will be sending out 

acknowledgments, and if one is lost, it can be recovered by the others. In case of old BS, 

there is buffer requirement on the down link only. Up-link communication going through 

old BS does not need to be buffered because either the old or the forward path is 

available. Similarly, new BS does not have any buffer requirement either on the up or 

down links. In case of down link communication, new BS starts receiving data destined 

to MH only when the communication chaimel with MH is established and, hence, new 

BS can forward the data immediately to MH. The only exception is in the case of tree
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rerouting as we explained below. On the uplink side, new BS does not need to buffer any 

data sent by MH because MH is a receiver and sends only acknowledgments. Losing one 

acknowledgment can be recovered by a later one as TCP uses a cumulative 

acknowledgment method. !

With-HintAVithout-hint

Disruption time Buffer requirement at old BS

Downlink Uplink

WTCPITCP

DT D F DT D N DT D NDT D F

Figure 3.11: Analytical model organization

3.4.1 With-hint

Mobile Connection-oriented environment includes a mobile host, base stations, and a connection- 

oriented back bone. At any point of time, the mobile host is connected to only one base station 

which is connected to the back bone of the network through wire medium.

3.4.1.1 Bufïer requirement

In ITCP, old BS acknowledges packets destined to MH before it receives one hom MH. 

Therefore, in case of WTCP, old BS does not need to buffer any packets as it the sender's
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responsibility to recover any packet losses. After MH moves out of the cell of old BS, old 

BS will not be able to deliver down link packets destined to MH until it receives a 

forward request 6om new BS. In case of tree rerouting, old BS will keep buffering until it 

receives the request to leave the multicast group hom new BS. This interval of the time 

between the two events decides the buffer requirement at old BS.

All rerouting schemes have the same buffer requirement since they all, except tree 

rerouting, use the same forwarding process. In tree rerouting, the length of buffering time 

is the same as other rerouting schemes but the type of messages exchanged are different. 

In tree rerouting, the message sent by new BS to old BS is a request to leave the multicast 

group. Upon recipient of such message, old BS will send a request to the root of the 

multicast group requesting a removal hom the group. At this time, old BS knows that 

MH is registered with another BS and there no need to buffer any packets. This buffer 

requirement is shown in equation (3.1).

Notation D e s c r i p t i o n

A4(l)
,Sctrl
( + Lwù

A4(3) ( - ■ +  Lw) X iVo/rf -  new

Table 3.4: Values of notation used to calculate buffer requirement. 

= [M(l)+ M(2) + + M(3))x (3.1)

3.4.1.2 Disruption time at MH!
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Two types of disruption time are of important in our study. The Srst is the disruption time 

on the uplink (DT_U) and the other is disruption time on the downlink (DT D). The 

DT_U is the time interval between sending the last ACK by MH while attached to old BS 

and sending the first ACK while attached to new BS. It is preferable and important that 

MH (the receiver) sends ACK soon enough to protect the sender from timing out. More 

importantly, DT D is the time between receiving the last packet by MH while attached to 

old BS and receiving the Grst packet while attached to new BS. All applications running 

on top of TCP at MH will be affected severely when data packets are received slowly. In 

cell forwarding, we found out that DT D_F = DT D_N because the new path is the same 

as the forward path. In tree rerouting, DT D F does not exist because new BS already 

received copy of unacknowledged packets since it is a member of the multicast group.

First, we calculated DT U. In case of WTCP, MH must acquire a wireless channel 

before it can send any segment out. The length of DT U is the same for aU rerouting 

schemes. Equation (3.2) shows the length of DT_U in case of WTCP.

DT _ [/(IFTCf ) = (—  + Iw/) X 2 (3.2)
Bwi

In case of ITCP, MH needs to perform one more operation in addition to the operations of 

WTCP before it can send any segments out. The sockets state opened at old BS on behalf of MH 

must be transferred reliably to new BS. We have two options to perform this task: either open a 

TCP connection between old and new BS or transfer the states information horn old BS to MH 

and then to new BS after MH successfully registered with new BS. In our model, we adopted the 

second option because it does not impose extra connection establishment constraints. It is 

important to note that MH takes advantage of the fact that the link between MH and new BS is 

one hop and uses a reliable data link layer protocol to transfer the sockets state information. The 

length of DT_U in case of ITCP is shown in equation (3.3).
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DT_ U(ITCP) = ( |^  + iw) X 2 + State
£>wl

(3 .3)

We divided DT D further into two types depending on the path the Grst packet takes 

to reach MH. The packet could arrive through the forward path or through the newly 

established path between new BS and source. We appended an identiSer at the end of 

DT D to distinguish between the two types of DT D. The identifier F represents the hrst 

type while the letter H represents the later. The mathematical model for DT D is shown 

below and is divided into four groups based on the type of rerouting scheme. Further, 

each group is divided based on the path used by the first packet to reach MH (F or H). 

Also the mathematical equations are further divided based on the type of mobile TCP 

scheme (WTCP or ITCP). In the equations below, M (i) re6r to message i in the 

corresponding figure. For example, M (7) in case of full rerouting refer to message 7 in 

Figure 3.2. Table 2 shows the mathematical values of notations used in the equations 

below.

Below, we present the mathematical equations describing the length of the disruption 

time through both new and forward paths. In the case of ITCP, old BS must transfer the 

sockets state information opened on behalf of MH to new BS reliably. We can perform 

this task in two ways. First, old BS can establish a TCP connection with new BS then 

forward the state information. Second that we adopted in our protocols is that old BS 

transfer the state information to MH, which caries it with them to new BS. Upon arrival, 

MH transfers the information to new BS.

Notation Value

Data(source->new) ( .....  L / w )  y . JN src -  new
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Data(old->new)
F i,

Data(new->MH)
, Sdaia
( »3wi

TCPnew-old =  TCPold-new Bw

able 3.5: Values of notations common to all rerouting 
schemes used in analytical model.

Notation Description

M(7) =  M(8)
.iS c fH
(■■■......... + T w / )

F w

M(10) f — ....4- L w \  X  Nold -  new
Fw

Ai(ll)
.Sctrl

(  -------4" L / w )  X  JSsrc -  new
\8 w

Table 3.6: Mathematical descriptions of 
messages for Full rerouting.

DT Z) F(1F7(CP) = M(7) + M (8) + + M(10) + > ww) + > ACf)

DT D F(TTCP) = M(7) + M(8) + + M(10) + > Mew) + data(Mew- > M77)

DT _ D _ V(IFTCT) = AT(7) + M(8) + M(11) + ddta(sowrce- > new) + ddm(new- > AZF7)

DT _ D _ V(TTCT) = M(7) + M(8) + + M(l 1) + dhta(wwce- > new) + dhmfww- > AOT)
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Notation Description

M(8) = M(9) (—  + Lwi) 
Bw

M(IO) , Sstate _ , (— —h Lwi) 
Bw

M(ll) ( ..... 4- Ijw) X  ISfoid - new
B,

M(12) .SctrI - ,
{..... 4” L/w) X  Jycross - new

B,

Table 3.7: Mathematical descriptions o:
messages for Partial Rerouting.

DT_D T(IPTCT) = M(8) + + M(11) + üWa(o/(/- > new) + > MFf)
Dw/

DT _ D _ T(fTCT) = M(8) + M(9) + M(10) + M(11) + > ww) + > M77)

DT D JV(1PTCT) = M (8) + + M(12) + düm(cro.î.y- > new) + (fara(wvv- > ACf)
Duv

DT D (7TCT) = M(8) + Mæc[(M(9) + M(10), M(12) + dlam(crof.y- > new)] + düm(Mew- > MH)

Çg/Z /bnj/grùfmg

Notation Description

M(5) =  M(6) ( * " + ! . , )
Bw

Ni(7) , Sstate .  ,
(-■■..... ■ 4- Tw/)

Bw

M(8) ( ......... . 4" T h )  X  JSfold - new
Bw

able 3.8: Mathematical descriptions of 
messages for Cell Forwarding.
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DT _ D(fFTCT) = M(5) + + M(8) + > mew) + dlafa(Mgw- > AGf)
w

DT _ D(7TCT) = M (5) + A f (6) + Af (7) + A f (8) + > mew) + > AfTf

Tree rerow^Mg

Notation Description

M(4), M(5)
,  Sclrl  ,

(----- + Tw)
Dw

A4(6)
Sslate  .

(------ + Tw)
Dw

able 3.9: Mathematical descriptions of 
messages for Tree rerouting.

O
DT _ D _ #(1FTCT) = Af(4) + + dütaCnew- > A07)

^wl

DT _ D _ #(7TCT) = Af (4) + Af (5) + M(6) + d«3r<3(Mew- > AfTT)

3.4.2 Without-hint

This section concentrates on the interaction protocols wten MH does not have the abihty 

to discover its possible movement in the near future, which we call without-hint. As a 

result, new BS will not set any connections prior to MH's arrival.

3.4.2.1 Buffer requirement

In all rerouting schemes, old BS will stop buffering when it receives a request to forward 

packets 6 om new BS. The only exception is tree rerouting, where the message is going to 

be a request to leave the multicast group. Luckily, the impact of both messages on the 

buSer requirement is the same and is shown in equations (3.4) and (3.5). !
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Notation Description

AÆ(1) ( n """I jw l

M(3)=M(4) f-.. '..  + Ijw') X  N o ld  -  new
B w

Table 3.10: Mathematical descriptions of 
notations used in equations 3.5 and 3.6.

w!

B new-old
wl

xB

(3.4)

(3.5)

3.4.2.2 Disruption time at MH

In previous section dealing with the with-hint approach, the uplink disruption time in case 

of WTCP is different when compared with the disruption time in case of ITCP. The main 

difference is that, in the later MH must transfer sockets state information to new BS 

before it start sending any segment. In case of with-hint, the sockets state is transferred 

directly between old and new BS and, hence, DT_U is the same in both WTCP and ITCP 

and is shown in equation (3.6). It is also the same for all rerouting and mobile TCP 

schemes.

DT _ [/(fPTCT, 7TCT) = ( ^  + Tw)x2 (3.6)

The length of DT D is shown below for each rerouting scheme. For each scheme, the 

length of DT D depends on the mobile TCP scheme used. In case of ITCP, old BS must 

transfer sockets state information reliably to MH after it receives the hint signal. After
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arriving at the cell of new BS, MH must transfer the sockets state information to new BS 

to continue communicating without disconnectioiL Below, we present the mathematical 

equation for all cases.

Notation Description

M ( l )

S a r i  ,(..........  + Lwi)
H w

M ( 3 ) = M ( 4 ) (  - -  +  T w )  X  M old  -  new

M ( 5 )

M ( 7 ) = M ( 8 )

, S d r l  ,

( ■}■ IwW') X  Pssrc - new
B w

M ( 9 )

B w

Table 3.11: Mathematical descriptions of 
messages for FuU rerouting.

DT D F(lFTCf) = M(l) + + M(3) + x > new) + > MH)
B w i B w

DT_D F(TTCT) = M(l) + + M(3) + M(4) + > MCw) + > MH)
Fw

DT _ D _ H(IFTCT) = M(l) + + M(7) + M(8) + M(9) + dlara(fowcg- > new) + > MH)
B w i

DT _ D _ H(HTT) = M(l) + ̂  + M(3) + M(4) + TCT__^ +M(7) + M(8)
Bw

+ dlafa(j^ow/'ce- > Mew) + 6fufa(Mew- > MH)
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Notation Description

M(l) ( ---- + Tw)
B w

M(3)=M(4)
Bw

M(6) (  ■■ • +  L w  + gy. ) X  N o ld  -  cross 
B w

M(7)=M(8) (  +  L w )  X  N new  -  cross
Bw

Table 3.12: Mathematical descriptions of messages 
for Partial rerouting.

DT D F(IPTCT) = M(l) + —̂  + M(3) + —̂  + dlatnfoW- > new) +
B w i B w

DT _ D _ D(TTCT) = M(l) + + M(3) + M(4) + + dlatafo/d- > Mcw) + ddtafMew- >
B w i

DT  D  N(WTCP) — M (1) H--------- 1- M{3)  +  M (6 )  +  M(7) +  M (8 )  +  data{Cross- > new) + datainew- >
Bw!

DT D 1V(7TCT) = M(l) + + M(3) + Ma%[M(6) + M(7) + M(8) + dhta(Cro.yf- > new),
B w i

M(4) + TCT^^^^ ] + + datafngw- > Agf)

CeZl

Notation Description

M(l) (g
I j w l

M(3) f  ■ +  L w )  X  N o ld  -  new 
B w

Table 3.13: Mathematical descriptions
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of messages for Cell forwarding.

D r _ D(lFrCr) = M(l) + —  + M(3) + —  + &zm(oW- > new) + > M 5)
B v !  B w

D r _ D(rrCf) = M(l) + + M(3) + r c r ^ ^  + + dora(oW- > new) + dümfnew- > M7f)
B w i

Tree rerowizng

Notation Description

M(l)
,  Sctrl

(  +  L w l)
Bw

Table 3.14: Mathematical descriptions 
of messages for Tree rerouting.

D r _ D _ # ( i r r c r )  = M (i)+ —  + d^m(«ew- >
vBw

D r_D _#(T rC ?) = M(l) + ̂  + r c r _ _ ^  +Aure.,,._, +d^m(new->M7r)
Bw !

3.6 Results

In this section we calculated the buffer required at old BS to support mobility, disruption 

time on uplink, and disruption time on down link. We wanted to examine the protocols 

under the same network topology with different network conditions. Therefore, to fix the 

network topology, we hxed physical network topology and vary the error transmission on 

the wireless link and move MH up to 100 times. Table 12 represents the network setups 

far wireless and wireline parts.
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Network parameters Value

Effective wireless bandwidth 

(B_wl)
1000 bytes

Effective wireline bandwidth 

(B_w)
100 KB

Size of control packet (Sctrl) 48 bytes

Size of data packet (Sdata) 65536 bytes

Latency of wireless hnk (L wl)
50

microsecond

Latency of wireline link (L_w) 2 millisecond

Table 3.15: Network parameters.

Varying the error rate on the wireless link afkcts the number of segments delivered to 

old BS when MH in move. Eventually, this variation will result in different size of stored 

packets that are not acknowledged, yet. Since the size of sockets states information is 

proportional to the size of unacknowledged packet, changing the size of S state in our 

equation represent closely the fluctuation in error rate at wireless link. In our calculations, 

the size of S state range between 60KB and 600KB representing 10 to 100 TCP data 

packets.
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Figure 3.12: Organization of results showing the calculated values in all cases.

The other variable we used to generate our results is the number of hops between old 

and new base stations (No-n). It is obvious that the time needed to exchange information 

between old and new base stations depends on the distance and the number of hops on the 

path between the two base stations. Therefore, we calculated the buffer requirement and 

disruption time length for different values of No-n ranging between 1 and 100. The 

organization of the section, including the variables used is shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.13: Bufkr requirement at old BS in case of 'Svith hint" for all rerouting 
schemes with variations of number of hops and states information size.

Figure 3.11 shows how the buSer requirement changes with the change of number of 

hops between old and new base stations and with the change of sockets states 

information. In the left graph, we Gxed S state to be 60K in order to concentrate on the 

impact of changing No-n. In the second grzqih at the right we 6xed No-n to be 5 in order 

to evaluate the impact of different values of S state on the buffer requirement at old BS.
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Figure 3.14: Disruption time on the uplink path in case of "with hint" 
for aU rerouting schemes with variations of number of hops between old 
and new BS's.
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Figure 3.12 shows the disruption time on the uplink path at MH. The type of rerouting 

schemes used at the network layer does not make any difference in the length of this 

disruption time. It is clear that this disruption time is longer in case of ITCP because of 

the time it takes to transfer the sockets states information from MH to new BS.

The rest of this section shows self explanatory Sgures for all different cases of 

combinations of mobile TCP and rerouting schemes. The Figures shows the disruption 

time on the uplink and downlink sides. Also, buffer requirement required at old BS to 

support hand off is presented. The first set of Figures (3.13-3.17) is for "with hint" case 

and the second set of Figures (3.18-3.23) are for "with-out hint" case.
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Figure 3.15: Disruption time on the forward and new paths in case of "with hint" and fidl 
rerouting with variations of number of hops and states information size.
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forwarding with variations of number of hops and states information size.
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rerouting with variations of number of hops and states information size.
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full rerouting with variations of number of hops and states information size.
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Figure 3.24: Disruption time on the forward path in case of 'Svith-out hint" and cell 
forwarding with variations of number of hops and states information size.
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Figure 3.25: Disruption time on the forward path in case of "with-out hint" and tree 
rerouting with variations of number of hops and states information sizes.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, we explain the interaction relationship between wireless TCP protocols 

and rerouting schemes in a connection-oriented environment where connection must be 

established prior to any communication. In addition, we presented comprehensive 

analytical methods to determine the buffer requirements at old base station and to 

estimate the disruption time at the MH on both the uplink and downlink paths. Future
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work involves investigating the impact of data link layer on the performance of mobile 

TCP and rerouting schemes. Also, the communication between two mobile peers will 

introduce new challenges and need to be study further.
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Chapter 4

JTCP: Join Protocols for Improving

Performance of TCP

4.1 Introduction

Individual TCP flow tries to maximize gain by increasing sending window size and 

filling up the available bandwidth on any link rapidly. Several TCP flows 

uncooperatively try to maximize their individual gain, and this leads to serious 

downgrading of TCP performance. We describe a protocol that combines the TCP 

flows to lessen competition and improve individual TCP performance. Using our protocol 

we achieve fairness and increase throughput and goodput. The join protocol is an end-to- 

end protocol and can be extended network wide to overcome congested regions. We
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evaluate the effectiveness of our approach using extensive simulations with nefwort 

f  f/Mw/afor (w) modified to implement our protocol.

The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is a widely used transport layer protocol 

that guarantees end to end reliable transfer of information. The efficiency of a TCP is 

measured by which is the amount of data transferred reliably by the sender to

the receiver. The throughput of the sender is controlled by two quantities: rccgrver 

wfWow is the amount of acknowledged data the receiver can hold that have not been 

processed yet and wiWow is the amount of unacknowledged data the sender

can send before waiting for an acknowledgement. The amount of actual data sent by the 

sender is the minimum of congestion and receiver window. Assuming a large receiver 

window, the congestion window grows (using a a/ow atwt algorithm) or shrinks 

depending on the arrival time of acknowledgements at the sender. The 

acknowledgements arrive late if either the data sent 6 om the sender reaches the receiver 

late, or acknowledgements arrive late, or both. It is possible for the sender's data to arrive 

sooner at the receiver and the acknowledgements to arrive later because of the following: 

the receiver might delay sending the acknowledgments, the acknowledgements can use a 

different path to the sender that might be congested while it is in flight, or the 

acknowledgements might be piggybacked on a packets &om receiver to sender and the 

delay may be attributed to the packet size. In all the above cases, the sender TCP 

incorrectly recognizes the state of the "network regions" along the path(s) from sender to 

receiver as being congested and shrinks the window size thereby decreasing the 

throughput.
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The dynamics of TCP is further complicated by the presence of a large number of 

flows that share network resources: shared router and shared link. A single TCP flow in 

the absence of many flows that share the network resources keeps increasing the window 

size as the acknowledgements arrive on time. Thus each flow uncooperatively will try to 

increase its window size starting from a network condition that has few flows. This leads 

to packet losses at the congested link and all the flows will dramatically reduce their 

window size. When all the flows reduce their window size, the bandwidth on the shared 

links are ine&ciently utilized and this cycle of increasing and decreasing window size 

continues. A noticeable decrease in throughput is observed by all the individual flows.

Based on the observations above we recognize two important shortcomings of the 

current TCP protocol: misinterpretation of delayed acknowledgements and competition 

among different TCP flows. In this research work, we propose to address these two 

issues by a use of novel protocol that uses ûW

.ycAe/MCJ and provides a coordiMoho» TMgcAanÜTM among independent TCP flows. We 

also address certain important issues that are related to the implementation of our 

proposed protocol: can we maintain the end-to-end semantics of TCP? Are there 

additional benehts that can be harvested if intermediate nodes with TCP protocol can be 

used? We will show that our protocol can be implemented on a portal router or a node 

attached to the portal router of a network administrative domain. We can extend this 

approach to the Internet and we provide protocols for this extension.

Our protocol wül combine all the incoming TCP flows at the portal router into one 

single flow in an operation called the yom operation. The agent in the portal router 

examines the individual flows and can do the following: acknowledge the senders of each
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flow and it can take the responsibility of sending the data reliably to the receiver

and perform flow control and fairness control by ac^listing 

the receiver's window size. The joining process will reduce the competition among 

different flows and data can be sent at a rate that fills up the entire bandwidth of the 

outgoing link hom the portal router. Also, since immediate acknowledgment scheme is 

used, the server can hee up its resources resulting in increases efBciency of servers. Of 

course as the number of flows increases the burden in clearly is on the portal router 

whose role is buffering and forwarding. The protocol presented in this paper does not 

add any additional information to the packets sent by the sender. We show by extensive 

simulations the effectiveness of the proposed protocol and also show how this protocol 

can be extended to wide area networks like the Internet. As an added bonus, we have 

show that the initial threshold value set for each flow can have a serious impact on the 

throughput of the TCP flow and especially more profound when there are multiple flows 

that share the bottleneck bandwidth.

4.2 Related work

In the last few years many congestion control mechanisms have been proposed to over 

come new challenges associated with the growth in the Internet usage and with the 

introduction of new application classes. For example, it is expected that the usage of 

application that are not TCP-hiendly will increase in the near future, such as real-time 

sensor networks and audio/video streaming. The proposed congestion control 

mechanisms can be classified in many ways as shown in [18]. One aspect is whether the 

congestion control is an end-to-end or router-supported protocol. The problem with the
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first approach is its reliance on the collaboration of the end systems that might not be 

TCP-friendly and cause great unfairness sharing of network resources. On the other hand, 

router-supported mechanisms require modification to existing routers and amenable for 

implementation in Intranets and Grid Networks [21].

Apart &om congestion control algorithms, our scheme shows excellent results in 

lowering competition among flows and increasing their throughputs in a special class of 

applications called Cluster-to-Cluster [22]. The application class consists of many 

independent, but semantically related flows that share a common path in between the 

communicating entities. The authors point out that the lack of coordination among 

competing flows as a main weakness in the current transport layer protocols, especially 

for cluster-to-cluster applications. They address is problem by proposing a coordination 

protocol (CP) that tunnels the packets passing through the portal router and the tunneled 

packet contain probe information to evaluate the network for delay and loss. Using this 

information, the CP calculates the available bandwidth using the algorithm of Floyd et al 

[20]. This information is sent to the receiver, which in turn communicates with the 

sender to adjust the sending rate. Our proposed protocol does not introduce any 

additional layers in the protocol and requires participation of the portal at the sender only.

Balakrishnan et al [23] propose a congestion manager (CM) module that monitors the 

network conditions and informs each flow to modify their flow conditions. Each 

individual TCP flow upon their discretion modiEes their individual Eow. The major 

pitfall of this approach is that the Eows can be uncooperative and requires modification to 

the TCP/IP stack at each end point to process messages sent by CM. Kung and Wang 

[24] propose a mechanism to apply TCP congestion control on aggregating Eows
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between sender and receiver pair. They propose a separate TCP management connection 

each sender and receiver. It probes for the network congestion condition and this 

information is used to regulate the aggregated TCP data flows. The scheme does not 

provide the applications the power to make inter stream tradeoffs. The management 

flows, continuously generate management packets, which are a significant oveAead. 

Karbhari et al [19] presented a novel protocol to address the issue of fairness in an 

environment that consists of multiple senders and one receiver. They define two types of 

fairness techniques: Inter-session and Intra-session. The intra-session deals with fairness 

among flows in the same session while inter-session handles fairness between sessions. 

The algorithms in [19] require strict coordination among all the flows before they begin 

sending data. It also assumes that no other flows exists path through which the flows are 

routed.

Kalampoukas et al [27] provide a protocol that dictates the size of the sender's 

window for each TCP flow based on the available bandwidth. This accomplished by 

modifying the advertised window size in the acknowledgment packet of each flow. As 

observed in [27] their proposed scheme of explicit window adaptation works only in 

environments where the available bandwidth can be precisely estimated and the number 

of bandwidth links for flows that share them is limited to one.

4.3 Flow Competition and Throughput

Congestion occurs when the aggregate throughput of the flows exceed the outgoing link 

capacity at a router. Active queue management methods at routers monitor the queue 

lengths and drop packets with eertain probabilities belonging to flows. At higher layers,
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the individual flow with dropped packets does not get acknowledgements and hence they 

reduce their window size, which results in decreased throughput. The probability that a 

packet belonging to a flow is dropped is calculated using schemes such as RED and 

BLUE [28].

Assume that two TCP flows and ̂  share a bottleneck link with a bandwidth of R. 

As they both start the slow-start phase, they quickly fill up the bandwidth R resulting in 

packet losses and either one or both timing out and starting the slow-start phase. 

Assuming both the flows timeout, the process of growing and shrinking continues and 

this result in a decreased throughput. In Figure 4.1, the window size changes of two TCP 

flows are shown along with total data sent by each flow. We assume that the flows 

timeout (both at the same time) when the sum of the window sizes of the flows is greater 

than the bandwidth of the outgoing link. The outgoing link bandwidth is assumed to be 

32KB (low bandwidth connection). The legend of Figure 4.1 should be interpreted as 

explained in the next example. The legend “A-2-32-8-WS” indicates that there are two 

flows and both timeout at the same time, the initial threshold value for both the flows are 

set to be 8, and WS is the window size. The suffix "DS" in the legend stands of data sent 

by each of flow. Also, in Figure 4.1, we show the window size and data sent for only one 

of the flows since it is same for both the flows as they both timeout at the same time.
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Figure 4.1: A log graph showing the window size changes 
and total data sent by a single flow in a network 
environment consisting of two flows with a bottleneck 
bandwidth of 32KB. Each line in the above graph shows the 
impact of the initial threshold value on the total data sent.

From Figure 4.1, we can make several important observations. First, due to 

competition the number of timeouts increases resulting in decreases throughput. 

Constant fluctuations in per port buffer requirements at the bottleneck router would 

require that the router allocate and dispose memory causing degradation of the router's 

performance. Second, the initial threshold set by the each of the flows is an important 

factor that determines the throughput of the individual TCP flow in the presence of other 

flows. For example, in Figure 4.1, the initial threshold value of 8 is the most optimal one 

in terms of total data sent and setting the value greater than 8 results in smaller 

throughput. We have observed similar phenomenon for the initial threshold values when 

the number of flows is greater than two. Third, when the initial threshold is very high, 

the Aequency of timeouts is initially higher and overtime the hrequency of timeouts 

converge to a constant number. Observe this in Figure 4.1 when the initial threshold 

value is 128.
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4.4 The Join TCP Protocol

In this section, we will explain the Join TCP protocols for cluster-to-cluster and Internet 

environments.

The join protocol has two processes: the join process and acknowledgment process. 

The join process combines the dif&rent TCP flows into a single flow and the 

acknowledgement process decide when to acknowledge the sources of the TCP flows. 

These two processes will be discussed in the context of both network environments.

In this subsection, we will deGne porW  router and yom 6u ^ r  that are main components 

of our protocol. A portal router joins packets of all incoming Gows to form one larger 

Gow. The join and acknowledging processes take place at the portal router, as we will 

explain later. The second component is the yom h u ^ r, where the joining router buffers 

all un-acknowledged packets G)r each Gow. Every incoming Gow is assigned a separate 

yoin 6wi^r. Similar to a TCP receiver, a yom 6u/yêr maintains and adverGses a receiving 

window used in controlling the data Gow with the sender. The difference between a yom 

and a normal TCP receiver is that ayom does not send the received packet to 

the upper layers; rather it stores the packet until it is sent to the destinaGon. Below we 

will explain in more detaG the functionality of each one of the two components deGned in 

this secGon and how each one affects the performance of our protocol.
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In the cluster-to-clnster environment, the senders are interrelated in their functionality at 

the application level where they service one mutual purpose, e.g., office of the future 

[22]. At the communication level, all flows share the same end-to-end path; packets sent 

by aU senders traverse the same path &om the source to the destination except may be the 

first and last hops. As a result the RTT (Round Trip Time), and therefore, the congestion 

window size &r all flows will be almost the same\ and hence the flows will execute their 

slow start and congestion avoidance phases closely. This will be similar in nature as 

demonstrated in Figure 4.1.

Implementing a join protocol requires modifications to the porW  where

joining process and the acknowledgement process takes place. During the connection 

establishment stage of each TCP flow the portal router intercepts the messages (of the 3- 

way handshake protocol). Once the receiver accepts the TCP connection (the second 

message in the 3-way handshake protocol) the portal router creates a join buffer and an 

agent to control the buffer. The agent keeps track of the source, destination, and port 

numbers of the end points. Each packet sent by the source is intercepted and the portal 

router hands the packet to the appropriate agent (shown in Figure 4.2). The agent places 

the packet in the outgoing buffer that is shared by all the flows through the portal router 

and sends an acknowledgement to the sender (as if it were the receiver). This process is 

called as The portal router intercepts the acknowledgment

packets and sends them to the appropriate agent which releases the appropriate packets 

from the buffer.

' The size of the packet might affect the value of RTT, which we prefer to ignore in our initial study.
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The tbroughpiit of all senders in our simulations improves dramatically because join 

process shifted the process of acknowledging 6 om the end point of the connection to the 

closest router to the sender. Therefore, a TCP sender enjoys faster arrival rate of 

acknowledgments, which leads to faster increase in sending rate, and hence an increase in 

sender's throughput.

A gent 1 O utput P ort 1
O utgoing Buffer R oute r Buffer

A gent 2 O utput Port

Router closest to destinationPortal Router Single or 
Multiple Hops

Figure 4.2: Two senders Si and Si are in communication 
with receivers Ri and Ri, respectively. The agents are 
only at the portal router.

Fairness protocols can be implemented at the portal router wtere the difkrent agents 

are scheduled based on the protocol to deliver the packets to the outgoing bufkr. 

Another advantage of our proposed protocol is that the packets in the outgoing link can 

be sent at the full bandwidth of the outgoing link. Also the proposed agent scheme 

allows one to design a (feZm'gcf scheme wherein the agent at the portal

router waits for the acknowledgement to arrive from the receiver before acknowledging 

the sender.

Aifgrugf gMwroufMgwr

The Internet environment is highly dynamic where connections are created and 

terminated independently. In such an environment, executing the join protocol at the
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time of connection establishment can cause unnecessary overhead. For example, if there 

is only one flow traversing a link or there is no congestion in the network, executing the 

protocol causes additional delay. Therefore, it is important to know when and where to 

execute the protocol to conserve resources and increase efGciency.

Consider the Internet environment given in Figure 4.3. Router A will serve as the 

portal router 6)r TCP streams Si and S2 since both share the outgoing link 60m A. 

Router C will be a portal router for stream S3 . The combined stream of Si and S2  60m 

router A and the stream S3 share the same outgoing link to router D and hence the 

streams have to be joined. The join protocol on router A performs similar function to the 

ones discussed for cluster-to-cluster applications. Note that, as mentioned previously, it 

uses the message intercepts of the three-way handshake protocol to establish the agents. 

When the stream S3 joins the network, the router C should create an agent for both S3 and 

the combined flow 60m router A. If we assume that every flow entering a router is either 

a combined flow or direct flow hrom the application, then looking at the ports from which 

the packets are obtained at the router, we can create an agent 60m each port.

There are many cases in which the join protocol need not be executed and the flows 

can remain independent that is without having to be joined. This is true, especially in 

cases where the flow volume is small and the bandwidth is very high. In these cases a 

router may get packets belonging to different flows on the same port. When we decide to 

join the flows due to increased flow data or addition of other flows from other ports on 

the router, the join protocol requires that agents be created for each flow. The agents can 

recognize each flow (the IP address of the source and its port number) from the TCP 

header and perform necessary action to join the flows as mentioned for the cluster-to-
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cluster applications. For example, with the addition of flow S3 , three agents will be 

created, one for each of the three flows. Upon receiving the packet 60m say flow Si the 

agent wiU send an acknowledgement packet to the source which will be intercepted by 

router A's agent corresponding to S]. This agent will release the acknowledged packet. 

In some sense, as new join protocols are executed down stream, the responsibility of 

packet delivery to the receivers is delegated to those routers.

Router C may need to additionally change the trafSc rate for the combined flow 

(generally decrease). It may inform router A of this using the acknowledgement packets 

that are sent 60m the receiver to the sources Si and S2. Note that, when router A 

decreases its outgoing rate its buffer may be Glled up and packet losses could occur. But, 

the flow control mechanism that can be implemented in router A will inform the 

respective agents to adjust the window size of the senders by decreasing the 

acknowledging rate to the sender.

Single or 
Multiple Hops

Router CRouter BRouter A Router D

Figure 4.3: Router A wül run the join protocol to 
combine traffic from sources Si and S2. Router C will run 
the join protocol to combine traffic 60m S3 and the 
combined trafhc of Si and S2 .
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4.4.1 When to Join

In this section we will explain why the timing of executing the join process affects the 

efhciency of our protocol and propose a method to ensure that a router executes the spht- 

and-join process only when it is necessary. The decision of when to execute the algorithm 

is essential because executing the algorithm incurs processing and buffer over head at the

Due to its complicated nature, a dynamic Internet environment imposes some 

difBculties when deciding when and how to implement the join protocol. The goal is to 

make sure that the improvement gained from join exceeds the cost (overhead) of 

implementing the algorithm. With this requirement in mind, the first, and most obvious, 

condition is that there must be more than one flow sharing the same link. A single flow 

traversing the network wül be able to utüize the avaUable network resources efficiently, 

as there is no fluctuation in the available bandwidth, which is usually caused by 

competition with other flows. This can be accomplished by monitoring the connection 

establishment and discoimection packets that are required as part of the transport layer 

protocol. Second, the available network resources at the shared link must be insufBcient 

to meet the total requirement of all flows. Without this condition, the bottleneck wiU be 

the application sending the data and not the network or transport layer protocols. 

Routers can monitor the queue lengths and number of packet drops as a good indication 

of the available network resources.

Mow&ormg /Zmw

The data passing through the joining router are either data packets or acknowledgment 

packets depending on their direction. The router maintains an array of pointers for all
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flows. Each distinguish TCP flow (IP address, port number) is assigned an entry in the 

array. One entry is a pointer to a doubly link list of packets and the other is a counter that 

stores the sequence number of the most recent acknowledged packet.

When a data packet arrives at the router for the first time, the router creates a new 

entry in the array associated to the source IP address and port number of the packet. 

Then, it buSers the packet and makes the pointer points to. When an acknowledgment 

arrives, the router updates the most recent sequence number acknowledged and removes 

the packet &om the buffer.

As we explain above, a router decides to split-and-join when it experience congestion, 

which means a packet or more have been dropped from an outgoing link. Then, the 

joining router looks up the IP address and port number of each packet and adds them to 

the array and adds the packet at the end of the doubly linked list. After that, the router 

uses the data stored at the array to create an acknowledgment to send it immediately to 

the sender. Next, the router swaps the packets 6 om the incoming buffers to the outgoing 

buffer fairly and then forwarded them with a FIFO discipline on the outgoing link. 

Because the router uses immediate acknowledging, it is responsible for making sure that 

the packet reached the destination with no errors. We suggest that the router uses a 

retransmission timer similar to the retransmission timer used in TCP. The advantage in 

our case is that the fluctuation in RTT value is less compared to the case of normal TCP.
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The value of RTT depends on three components: buffering time, processing time, and 

link delay. In case of one flow traversing the path, the sender will maintain its sending 

rate at some accepted level. Every packet will experience the same level of delay at every 

one of the three components. Unless another flow comes in and start pumping data into 

the network, the buffer occupancy level will remain the same. Therefore, the RTT 

experience by every packet is equal and the joining router measure it once at the 

beginning of the joining process, which simpliSed the flow control.

After receiving the packet, the TCP receiver sends acknowledgement back to the 

sender. When the acknowledgment arrives at the router, it wiU examine the TCP header 

and 6 ee the acknowledged packet(s) 6 om the array. Since the router already 

acknowledged the sender, no need to forward the packet again to the sender.

4.5 Improvements to the algorithm

The most important advantage of the algorithm is that it joins all flows into one flow. 

Therefore, one flow is traversing the network. Due to this fact, we can add an important 

modiScation to improve the performance of our algorithm. It is about setting up the 

sending window size to be equal to the link bandwidth. It is un-usual that the link does 

not change its bandwidth capacity nor the router changes its processing time. Hence, the 

only variable is the router's buffer delay, which can be fixed by Exing the sending rate at 

the sender side. So, if the router knows the bottle neck bandwidth, its buSer size, and its 

processing speed, it can fix its sending rate enough to utilize the network resources 

e&ciently without causing congestion. As a result, the joining router sends packets out at 

high rate immediately and does not need to go through TCP's AIMD probing process.
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4.6 Simulation and results

In OUT experiments, we used the network simulator w  [25] to conduct our simulations. 

We used a modiGed version of TCP receiver, which we call ap/zi in order to 

simulate the immediate acknowledging process by the joining router. Also, at the 

outgoing port of the router, we used a modified version of TCP Tahoe, that we call 

forwarder, in order to simulate the process of sending the packets reliably via the joining 

router. Using a complete TCP stack to simulate the reliable forwarding process at the 

router requires extra processing activities than our algorithm. Two processes are executed 

by the fidl implementation of TCP Tahoe are not required by our algorithm. These two 

processes are the 3-way hand shake process and the updates of RTT with the arrival of 

each acknowledgment. Therefore, with carefid fine grain implementation, our algorithm 

should perform better than the results presented in this paper.

Router r1

100Kbps 
2m s '

100M bps/1 ms R2—  10OMbps/1 ms ^

R outer r2

(a)

10OMbps/1 ms
100Kbps,

2m s
s2  — 1 0 0 M b p s /1 m s |^

Router r1

- l OOMb p s / l ms — RI 

-lO O M b p s/lm s— !&► R2

(b)

Figure 4.4: static environment (a) TCP Tahoe (b) Join algorithm.
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The first set of experiments simulates the Tahoe TCP and joining algorithm in a 

network model sim ilar to the one in [17] and is shown in Figure 4.4. TCP flows initiated 

at sources SI and S2 traverse links that have sim ilar bandwidths and delays of 100 Mbps 

and 1 ms, respectively. This high bandwidth and low delay settings are used to represent 

a local area connection between the senders and rl. In case of TCP Tahoe, as shown in 

Figure 4.4a, the sources sends TCP packet normally to the nearest router, which will 

route the packet to the destination. In joining algorithm experiment. Figure 4.4b, at the 

first router, r l, the two flows are split and two TCP split sinks are created: and At

the same router, a a n d  an associated buffer are created and packets from the 

and are sent to the buffer of/7. At the last router, r2, the reverse procedure is 

executed using one split sink, ss3, and two /2  and /?. When ss3 receives

packets belong to different flows, it needs to look at the packet header to leam about the 

sender. Depending on the source information, the split sink will direct the packets to the 

appropriate forwarder. For example, in our simulations the end split sink (ffj) distinguish 

the packets of two flows using a flag we impeded at the packet header and named it ngeMt 

W. When receives a packet it examines the W flag. If it equals 1 then ss3 will 

hand the packet to /2  otherwise it will hand it to After receiving the packets, the two 

forwarders have only one way to send the packets as each forwarder is attached to only 

one TCP sink.
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Figure 4.5: TCP Tahoe goodput Figure 4.6: TCP Tahoe throughput

The path between rl and r2 is the main source for congestion. The path is shown as 

one hope link, which has the smallest MTU among the links along the path between rl 

and r2. In the simulation, we set up the bandwidth of this link to 100Kbps and the delay 

to be 2ms to represent the elective bandwidth assigned to the flows initiated by SI and 

S2.

The results using our algorithm show that there is a substantial increase in both 

throughput and goodput compared to using TCP Tahoe. The level of competition among 

the two flows sharing the same path is eliminated in our algorithm as shown in Figures 

4.7 and 4.8 while it is clearly active in the case of TCP Tahoe as shown in Figures 4.5 

and 4.6.

The goodput achieved by using the joining algorithm have two advantages. The 6rst 

is its fluctuation-hee performance as shown in Figure 4.7, which led to better over all 

goodput compared to the TCP Tahoe, which is shown in Figure 4.5. Also, in the case of 

joining algorithm, all receivers receive equal amount of data during the life of the 

communication as depicted in Figure 4.7. In the Figure, both flows have almost identical
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level o f goodput during their life time. In contrast, in case o f TCP Tahoe, flow 2 achieved 

lower goodput performance compared to flow 1 due to the competition nature as shown 

in Figure 4.5. The performance achieved by the joining algorithm ranges between 33 and 

79 percent better than TCP Tahoe.

We calculated the throughput; which is the size o f data sent by the sender per time 

unit, o f the communicating flows in both cases o f TCP Tahoe and joining TCP. Figures 

4.6 and 4.8 showed the throughput o f all flows in case o f TCP Tahoe and joining 

algorithm, respectively. The joining algorithm achieved performance o f 9600 percent, 

which is due mainly to the immediate acknowledging by the hrst joining router. It does 

not mean that the destination received the data but it w ill allow the sender to send more 

data.

0 2 3 5 6 7 9 10 12 13 15 16 18 19 

Time(s)
1 3 5 8 9 11 11 15 17 17 19

Time(s)

Figure 4.7: TCP goodput - join algorithm Figure 4.8: TCP throughput - join algorithm

The next set o f experiments is intended to measure the performance o f the joining 

algorithm on the Internet. These experiments were conducted on a system model similar 

to the one shown on Figure 4.9. In this environment, there are no constraints neither on 

the position o f the senders nor their inter-relationship. The communication bottle neck of
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the network shown in Figure 4.9 is the link connecting the last routers and it has a 

bandwidth o f 100 kbps and propagation delay o f 2 ms. We assigned all other links high 

bandwidths o f 100 Mbps and low propagation delay o f 1 ms to make sure there is 

competition among the flows at the bottle neck link.

—  10OMbps/1 ms -#> TCP sink TCP sender)

10Kbps/200ms

100Mbps/1ms100Mbps/1ms-B> 100Kbps/2ms

—  1 0 K b p s/2 m S '^

tcpO

tcp1 —  10OMbps/1 ms

tcp2 / stcp2

tcp3 / Steps

Figure 4.9: Simulation topology conGguration.

In Figures 4.10 and 4.11, the performance of TCP Tahoe is compared to the case of 

joining algorithm. The comparison metric is the total goodput achieved by all Sows 

traversing the network. In the experiment, all Gows started an FTP session at the same 

time and ended at the same time. All FTP applications have unlimited input o f data to 

send.

As shown in the Figures, our algorithm achieves improvement ranges between 48 

percent and 77 percent over TCP Tahoe. The main sources o f improvement are the 

absence o f competition among Gows, and the immediate acknowledge process that 

enables the applicadon layer at the sender to send packets down to the transport layer 

faster. This is due to the fact that the transport layer is Geeing packets very fast Gom its 

buffer as it receives acknowledgment fast Gom a close by joining router and not Gom the 

end receiver.
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Figure 4.11: Join goodput

The results shown in this section do not include the improvement discussed in 

previous section. We believe if  they are implemented and tested it will improve the 

performance o f the algorithm more. Also, in our experiments we used a complete TCP 

stack including the connection estabhshment and congestion control. We believe that a 

carefid design o f the algorithm that eliminate these processes will lead to less over head 

and therefore better performance for the joining algorithm.

4.7 Summary and conclusions

TCP flows tend to compete with other flows for the available resources in the 

network. In this article, we identified the impact o f such competition on the 

performance o f TCP flows and we propose ayom protocol that combines many TCP 

flows into one flow so to reduce the level o f competition in the network, which lead
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to substantial improvement in the performance of individual TCP flow and as a result 

increases the level of utilization of network resources.

The yom protocol achieves fairness among all flows sharing a link or a path in the 

network. This fairness is a result of a fair queuing algorithm at the joining router as 

well as the yom agent, which join ah flows into one large flow by the join agent. 

Using modified ngtwort fz/MnZotor (ziy), simulation results prove the increase of data 

throughput and goodput and also show a fair utilization of network resources among 

communicating flows.
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Chapter 5

Tracking Updates in Distributed Wi-Fi 

Architectures: Flooding Protocols and 

Application Fine Tuning

5.1 Introduction

The distributed Wi-Fi architecture consist of a set of wireless access points (AP’s) 

distributed in a metropolitan area and mobile stations that communicate with other Gxed 

and mobile stations using the access points. The communications between AP's and 

between stations and AP's are done using the IEEE 802.11b protocol. Each station is 

recognized using a unique MAC address. If two stations a and 6 are atracAed to access 

points vfPy and respectively, then a and 6 can communicate with each other after 

finding a routing path between access points vfPy and Thus any two nodes can 

communicate with each other provided the access points to which they are attached are 

known. If the stations are mobile, then the station to which they are attached at any given
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time is unknown to all the other stations and access points. Determining the access points 

to which a given mobile station is attached is called iracAing.

Constant tracking of mobile users is essential to maintain connectivity at all times 

otherwise, packets will be routed to wrong addresses leading to loss of connectivity and 

termination of TCP sessions. Most tracking systems proposed in the literature use the 

flooding as the fundamental technique to determine locations of destination stations. 

This flooding is either performed on demand when a packet is to be routed or performed 

in the background for updating the routing table at each access point. Communication 

between two nodes in the distributed Wi-Fi architecture uses the IEEE 802.11b protocol 

whose performance is directly proportional to the amount of contention in the channel 

that increases with the number of users. The level of contention is high especially due to 

flooding packets and this in turn increases communication delays for many applications. 

Large the number of mobile users larger will be number of tracking information that 

needs to be flooded causing severe degradation m the performance of the entire network.

In this research, we will develop tracking protocols and evaluate these protocols in 

terms of time and resources required to provide connectivity between mobile stations. 

Our protocols for tracking updates wiU exploit station locality information to perform 

controlled flooding, use backward learning, and forward addressing techniques. We will 

evaluate the protocols and fine tune the protocols taking into account mobility rates and 

application characteristics.
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5.2 The Distributed Wi-Fi Architecture and Routing

Distributed Wi-Fi environment consist of mobile stations, access points, basic service 

sets, and distribution system. Mobile stations are laptops or palm held devices running 

different types of applications, which require communication with other stations. The 

mobile stations can move around the coverage area without losing on-going 

communication or the need to restart the connection establishment process.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of routing tables in Wi-Fi networks.

The coverage area is divided into cells or basic service set (BSS) where 

communication at each BSS is controlled by an access point (AP). A mobile station can 

communicate with stations inside the same BSS (intra-BSS communication) or with 

stations in other BSS (inter-BSS communication). Extended service set (ESS) is a 

collection of BSS. Access points in the same ESS cooperate to support the mobility of the 

stations roaming the covered area. As the mobile stations disassociate 6om and associate 

to access points, routing tables wiU contain invalid routing information. The process of
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updating the routing information is the responsibility of the /racing  system. When a 

mobile station moves to a new BSS, it must register with the access point. First, the 

mobile station listens for a beacon 6om the new access point. After receiving the beacon 

containing the MAC address of the access point, the mobile station sends an association 

request that contains its MAC address. After accepting the registration request, the access 

point acknowledges the request, and the mobile station can start communicating with 

other mobile stations.

The routing table at each access point m the distributed Wi-Fi architecture consists of 

the addresses of the "known" (those mobile units it knows exists in the system) mobile 

units and the next hop MAC address. For example, when mobile unit B in Figure 5.1 

wants to send a message to mobile unit E it uses the routing table at APi which indicates 

that the packet has to be forwarded to AP2 The goal of the tracking system is to keep up- 

to-date information on all mobile units as they move around. If we have available up-to- 

date information on each mobile unit includmg the access point to which they are 

currently associated with, then we can use a standard static routing algorithms to route 

the message between any two access points. This can be easily accomplished since the 

access points are non-mobile.

The access point must inform other access points about the new location of the 

mobile station by sending a message that we will call as the Route Update Packet - RUP. 

Upon receiving the RUP, every access point updates its routing table to reflect the new 

association between the access point and the mobile station. As a result, any further 

packets destined to the mobile station will be forwarded to the new access point.
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In order to maintain movement Aeedom for users and easy deployment for hotspots, 

Wi-Fi uses MAC 802.11b technology as its distribution medium for communication 

between access points. Therefore, access points must content with other access points for 

a channel before sending RUP's. The level of contention among access points increases 

with the increase in the number of access points and RUP's. Such increase in contention 

wiU result in increase of data packet drops by the MAC layer, which in turn wül affect 

the upper layer protocols such as TCP.

5.3 Flooding Protocol and its variants

In mobüe networks, the sender, the receiver, or both can be mobüe. Therefore, it is not 

enough for routers to know the address of the destination in order to perform packet 

routing. Information about the current location of the mobüe station is essential important 

to complete packet routing successfuüy. For this reason, many location management 

techniques proposed in the past for one hop wireless networks such as cellular networks, 

e.g., IS-54, IS-95, and GSM. Such technique depends on special backbone servers that 

receive location update messages 6om different base stations and store it locaüy. When a 

base station wants to communicate with a mobüe station, it must And its location and 

hence sends a request to the backbone servers. The number and the size of the messages 

exchanged between base stations and backbone servers were not a bottleneck when 

designing such protocols because the medium connecting the base stations to the 

backbone servers were wireline that has high bandwidth and low delay characteristics.

On contrast, in distributed Wi-Fi environment, the links coimecting the access points 

are wireless with low bandwidth and high bit error rate compared to wireline links. It is
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essential for any location management protocol to use less number of messages to 

support routing to mobile users. Therefore, in our protocols, we emphasizes our design 

heavily on informing the necessary number of nodes about any location changes of 

mobile stations in the network and in the same time keep the number of exchanged 

messages as small as possible.

In the area of mobile Ad-Hoc many routings protocols were proposed [33] to improve 

packet routing in such a dynamic environment. These protocols can be organized into 

three categories as in [33]. These categories are: flat routing, hierarchical routing, and 

position based routing. In such protocols, the environment is composed of many mobile 

nodes that keep moving at all the times and without central control. In our research, we 

assumed a Wi-Fi environment where access point are stationary which uses IEEE 802.11 

MAC protocol to communicate with other access points as well as mobile stations. 

Therefore, we only have to keep track of the mobile nodes and information pertaining to 

their movement has to be distributed. Moreover, only access points need to exchange 

such information, as every access point is responsible for all mobile stations residing in 

its area of coverage. Also in mobile ad-hoc environments, when mobility is high, 

flooding is the only way to route packets [34]. In Wi-Fi environments routing information 

has to be exchanged only between the access points. Also in Wi-Fi environments a 

mobile station must register with an access point and it can be traced. After registration 

one can use some form of multicasting to deliver a packet to a fast moving mobile 

station. For example, assume mobile station is currently registered with access point API, 

which has AP2, AP3 and AP4 as its close neighbor. It is most likely that the mobile 

station will stay in the neighborhood of API for longer time in comparison with the time
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it will stay attached to a particular access point. It is clear that multicasting the packets to 

aU four access points will increase the chance of successful dehvery while avoiding the 

expensive task of broadcasting to every node in the network.

In Wi-Fi environment, the communication between mobile stations and access points 

and between access points uses MAC IEEE802.1 lb protocol. The messages exchanged in 

this environment are of two types: data messages and control messages. The data 

messages, as its name implies, carries data from a sending station to one or more 

destination mobile stations and the control messages carry the association and 

authentication packets exchanged between an access point and a mobile station and the 

route update information between the access points in the network. When an access point 

wants to send a message to another access point, it must content for a channel. This 

contention uses the standard request to send (RTS) and clear to send (CTS) messaging 

protocol. Other neighboring access points must be idle during the reserved time by the 

communicating access points. Therefore, it is obvious that if the number of messages 

exchanged increases, then the waiting time experienced by non communicating access 

points for a channel will be longer and the chances of having a collision also increases. 

Our hypothesis is that if the over ah number of messages exchanged in the network 

decreases, contention decreases, and hence, the idle time decreases, which will improve 

the performance of upper layer protocols such as TCP. In our research, we focused on 

reducing the number of control messages exchanged between access points used to 

update the routing information and all associated control messaging such as RTS and 

CTS control messages.
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The purpose of a tracking system is to inform enough number of nodes in the network 

topology to make all mobile stations reachable. The current approach adopted by the 

IEEE 802.11b standard involves the creation and updating of a two columns tables. The 

first column contains the unique MAC address of every known station in the network 

while the second column contains the MAC address of the access point in control of the 

mobile station. Hence, if an AP wants to forward a frame to a station, say Si, it looks up 

its table to End the MAC address of the controlling access point and sends the &ame to i t  

Then, the controlling AP forwards the data frame to the destination mobile station. When 

a mobile station moves to a new BSS, it sends an RUP to other APs to ensure that the 

mobile station is reachable.

In the following subsections, we propose three tracking protocols suitable for Wi-Fi 

environment: Pure flooding. Tree flooding, and Spatial tree flooding.

5.3.1 Pure flooding

In pure flooding, the source access point sends an RUP to all access points within its 

wireless transmission range. Similarly, every receiver-AP broadcast the RUP to its 

neighbors and the neighbors to their neighbors and so fourth until all the nodes in the 

networks receives the RUP. In order to avoid cyclic forwarding, an access point drops 

any RUP packet seen before. A pair of source id and packet number is used at every 

access point to identify each RUP. It is possible that the access point uses broadcasting to 

send the RUP to every reachable (neighbor) access point in order to reduce the time 

needed to propagate the RUP to all access points in the network. For example, if the AP 

sending the RUP has 4 neighboring AP's and if it uses unicast, it wih take 4 channel-
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times to send the RUP to all the neighbors. When using broadcasting, the AP will send 4 

copies of the RUP to all the neighbors in one channel-time.

5.3.2 Tree flooding

In this protocol we will represent the network topology as a graph G = (V, E), where V is 

the set of vertices that represent the set of access points in the network and E is the set of 

edges that represent the set of links in the network. A directed link, e%, which start at APj 

and ends at APk means that APj can transmit to APk. The goal of this protocol is to 

modify the transmission power of the access points in order to create a spanning tree T 

6om graph G. The weight of each edge represents the physical distance between the two 

access points.

2

5

(a ) (b )

Figure 5.2: Network topology (a) before and (b) after power tuning.

The advantage of such architecture is to reduce the number of RUP's sent between 

access points to update the routing information. If the power transmission of the access 

points is not set carefully, the resulting topology might not resemble a tree shape. If this 

is the case, then some access points will receive more than one copy of the RUP by two 

or more neighboring access points. In Figure 5.2 (a), assume access point 1 is the source 

of the RUP. First, it will send 4 copies of the RUP to its neighbors; access points 2, 3, 4,
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and 5. Assume that the distance between access point 1 and other access points is 

proportional to the access point number, e.g., the distance between access point 2 and 

access point 1 is shorter than the distance between access point 1 and access point 3. 

With this assumption in place, the order in which other access points wül receive the 

RUP is 2, 3, 4, and 5. When AP 2 receives the RUP, it wiU send 2 copies to its neighbors; 

AP 3 and AP 5. Similarly, AP 3 will send one copy to AP 4 and at the same time AP5 

will send another copy to AP 4. Thus, the total number of RUP's exchanged is 8.

Tree flooding reduces the number of RUP messages exchanged between the access 

points to carry the routing table updates. As shown in Figure 5.2 (b), AP 1 broadcast 4 

copies of the RUP to AP's 2, 3, 4, and 5. All access point in the network received a copy 

using only 4 copies of RUP. In this particular example, tree flooding uses half the number 

of RUP copies used in pure flooding to propagated routing table update to every AP in 

the network.

The basic idea of tree flooding is to send RUP messages over the edges of the tree 

instead of sending them over every edge in the network, as it the case in pure flooding. 

Since the number of edges in a tree is n-1 for an n node network the worst case number of 

RUP messages is n-1.

Once a tree is constructed the power at each access point should be actuated in such 

as way that there is communication only between parent and children. We have to do this 

in order to reduce the number of collision resulting 6om simultaneous RUP 

transmissions. This also can be done at design time by carefully positioning the access 

points. Transmission scheduling schemes have been suggested in [30]. These scheduling 

schemes incorporate delays to avoid collisions and keep the total broadcasting time to a
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minimum. One of the approached to reduce the broadcasting time is to build a breadth 

first tree, but there are instances of the tree which could result in collisions due to 

simultaneous broadcast. Gandhi et. al. [30] has proposed a technique to schedule 

broadcasting on the tree to reduce the total the number of collisions.

Yet another scheme that uses the minimum connected dominating set has been 

proposed by Stojmenovic [31] to reduce the total number of transmissions of RUPs. A 

connected dominating set in a graph is a subset of vertices such that every vertex is either 

in the subset or adjacent to a vertex in the subset and the sub graph is connected. The 

minimum connected dominating set is such a vertex subset with minimum cardinality. 

One can construct a spanning tree of the sub graph induced by the minimum coimected 

dominating set and perform routing on the tree. Radhakrishnan et al [32] proposed a 

technique to schedule transmissions on the minimum connected dominating set to reduce 

the total time for broadcasting.

5.3.3 Space partitioned tree flooding (SPTF)

When the network coverage area grows to cover a large terrain, mobile stations are likely 

to roam in one region of the network. The size of the region depends on the behavior of 

the users such as their speed of movement. If the intended users of the network are likely 

to travel on foot, the region is much smaller in comparison when the intended customers 

are using automobiles. Thus, deciding the size of the region is an engineering decision 

and carefiil study helps improving the performance of the communication in the network.

The main idea of SPTF is to limit the number of RUP's exchanged by the access 

points in the network while keeping all mobile stations reachable. In order to achieve
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such a goal, SPTF divides the network into smaller regions Wiere each region contains a 

group of access points. Selected access points are of special type that has extra routing 

functionality. We call them Portal Access Points or PAPs. The distance between any 

access point and its PAP is shorter than the distance between the access point and any 

other PAP in the network.

In our model, two types of communication can exist: mh-a-regzo» and infer-regroM 

communications. In intra-region communication, the mobile sender and the mobile 

receiver are located in the same region while in region-to-region communication they are 

in two different regions.

Intra-region communication started when the mobile sender sends a request to begin 

communication to the receiver. It will send the packet out and the nearest AP will be 

responsible to forward it to the destination. Therefore, the AP must know the address of 

the controlling AP, which the mobile receiver is registered with. The PAP has updated 

tracking information for every mobile station in its region. The tracking updates are 

generated by local access point in the region as needed and then sent to the PAP. When 

an access point receives a message 6om a mobile sender, it consults its PAP about the 

current location of the mobile receiver by sending a request packet that includes the 

address of the mobile receiver. Since the mobile receiver is in the same region, PAP wiU 

have updated tracking information and it will reply to this request. The reply message 

contains the address of the AP which the mobile receiver is currently attached to. Once 

the sender AP, which is the closest AP to the mobile receiver, knows the address of the 

receiver AP, it can utilize existing routing protocols to route packets to the mobile 

receiver.
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In inter-region communication, the local PAP of the sender AP does not have the 

updated tracking information about the receiver mobile station because it is located in 

another region. The process of sending packets from the mobile sender to the mobile 

receiver starts \\hen mobile sender sends a packet destined to the mobile receiver. After 

receiving the packet, sender AP needs to know the address (identity) of the receiver AP. 

Immediately, sender AP consults its local PAP for the address of the receiver AP. Since it 

is in another region, local PAP does not have the location information. Next, the local 

PAP consults its parent PAP, and if the parent PAP does not have the requested 

information, it will repeat the process and consult its parent PAP and so on until an 

answer is found or all PAP in the PAP-chain is exhausted. The PAP Wio has the location 

information wiU send the requested information as a unicast packet backward from one 

PAP to its child, until it reached the requesting PAP.

In order to keep the number of RUPs as low as possible, we can take advantage of the 

assumption that mobile station will likely be roaming in the same region most of the time. 

When a mobile station (MS) disassociates from one AP and associates with another AP, 

the new AP sends an update message to only the local PAP. When an MS associates with 

an AP outside the old region, the new AP sends location update packet to its local PAP, 

which will inform the old PAP about the movement of the MS. Therefore, the old PAP 

knows that the MS is no more in its region and it is in the other region but it does not 

know the exact location of the MS. When a location request arrives &om remote region, 

the parent PAP will send the request to old PAP, which will send an update message 

informing the parent PAP that new PAP is in charge of such MS. Upon receiving the 

update, parent PAP sends the request again, but to new PAP this time.
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The PAP's are organized in a hierarchical structure. At the ûrst level (the bottom 

most level in the hierarchy), each cluster is assigned a unique PAP. Depending of the 

level of trafGc, the number of access points and mobile nodes, and the level of 

communication quality required. Next the individual clusters are grouped in one larger 

cluster. The PAP of the larger cluster will be one of the PAPs of the smaller clusters. We 

call the smaller clusters "lower-level clusters." As needed, more grouping is performed 

and one of the PAPs is chosen to be the leader PAP of the new group of clusters.
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Figure 5.3: Hierarchical relationship among PAPs.

In Figure 5.3 (a), the network is divided into 21 clusters of different sizes. PAP A 

is at the top level of the PAP hierarchy of the upper part of the network topology while 

PAP B is the top level of the hierarchy of the lower part of the network. Figure 5.3 (b) 

shows the hierarchy relationship among all PAPs in the network.
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The process of sending RUP is started when one of the mobile stations moves hrom 

one BSS to another. First, the mobile station will request to associate with the new access 

point. After that, an authentication processes is exchanged between the two. If the mobile 

station is authentic, the new access point sends a RUP to its local PAP.

Rl

AP3

AM

STl ST2

Figure 5.4: Inter-region data communication.

To explain this further, let us assume the ad hoc network in Figure 5.4. Further 

assume that access points APi and AP; are in the same region, Ri, and access points AP3 

and AP4 are in another region, Rz. Let station STi be in BSS of APi and station ST2 in 

BSS of AP4. We will choose AP2 and AP3 to be the PAP's of Rl and R%, respectively. 

When STl wants to send a message to ST2, it will send the message to APi. The header of 

the message includes the MAC addresses of the source and destination mobile stations. 

When APi receives the message it will not find a match for ST2S' MAC address in its 

routing tables because ST2 belongs to another group. Therefore, it is the job of the PAP to 

forward it to the controlling access point of ST2, which is AP4. Next, AP% sends a location 

update request to AP2 for ST2. After receiving the request, AP2 informs API that ST2 is
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attached to it. Following that API sends the packet to AP2 and it forwards the packet to 

STl after looking np its MAC address horn the header of the packet.

At the design level, the number of PAP's in each region can vary. It could be as little 

as one PAP or as many as r PAP's, where r is the number of neighboring regions. The 

choice has to be made such that the number of messages exchanged in the network to 

propagate RUP's is as small as possible. Also, the position of the PAP must be chosen 

careftdly to reduce the time it takes to update all other PAP's in the network.

In our research, we chose to use one PAP for each region and that is closest access 

point to the center of the region. We limited the number of PAP at each region to one 

PAP to reduce the number of messages exchanged inside the region if we have more than 

one PAP, which will lead to less-contention inside the region. Also, the position of the 

PAP inside the region affects the length of time it takes the RUP to reach every other 

PAP in the network. Figure 5.5 (a) and 5.5 (b) shows an example of how the position of 

the PAP affects the length of the time it takes the RUP to propagate to every other PAP in 

the network. The numbers inside the access points represent the time in which the 

messages was received.

In the Figure, the sender PAP receives a location update packet &om one of the 

access points in its region. Immediately, it sends a unicast message to every neighboring 

PAP. When the sender PAP is placed at the center of the region, as shown in Figure 5.5

(a), the three other PAP's in the network received the RUP at times 8, 8, and 15, 

respectively. In contrast, when the sender-PAP is at the edge of the region, the other 

PAP's received the RUP at times 10,10 and 17, respectively.
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Figure 5.5: RUP propagation between APA: (a) Central PAP (b) Non-Central PAP
(c) Central-Tree PAP.

As seen in Figures 5.5 (a) and 5.5 (b), both PAP's of regions R2 and R3 sends 

location request packets to the PAP of region R4. This messaging redundancy between 

the PAP's in the network is not necessary as it consumes power, and increases 

contention. Therefore, we propose to organize the PAP's in a tree shape where the parent 

PAP sends the RUP's to its children. In such a tree we need to make sure that every chüd 

has only one parent to prevent sending redundant messages. As shown in Figure 5.5 (c), 

the number of messages exchanged to update the PAP's of the network decreases while 

the time it takes to propagate the route update information is still the same as in Figure 

5.5 (a).

5.4 Intelligent Tree Flooding Algorithm

In this section, we will introduce our novel method on how to divide the network 

topology into smaller regions and construct a spanning tree of the access points inside
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each cluster. We adopted a hierarchical region representation named quadtree. Quadtree 

is a hierarchical data structures used to represent spatial data and they are based on the 

idea of recursive decomposition. It is one of numerous available hierarchical data 

structuring in use to represent spatial data. One of its applications is the representation of 

regions. The most quadtree approach used in region representation is named region 

grm%Aree. This approach is based on successive subdivision of a bounded region into four 

quadrants. All quadrants have the same size. If the quadrants are not consists of the 

desired data, they are subdivided into smaller quadrants. This process continuous until 

each quadrant contains the desired number and type of data [35].

We had the chance to use any type of tree representation such as binary tree or octree. 

But we chose to use quadtree for two main reasons. The Grst reason is that using quadtree 

is a trade off between the binary tree and the octree. The trade off is between the level of 

tracking trafGc experienced by a PAP and the total number of PAP's in the network. In 

the case of binary tree, each parent PAP has two children PAP's. The tracking requests 

received by the parent PAP are originated 6 om mobile stations residing in one of the two 

regions controlled by the two children. In octree, each PAP has 8 children and each child 

controls a region containing number of mobile stations. It is clear that the tracking trafBc 

is more intensive in the case of octree compared to binary tree. On the other side of the 

coin, it is clear that the number of PAPs used in the case of binary tree is more. So, we 

used quadtree as a trade off between the two.

The second reason is that there are well-established algorithms for quadtree data 

structure. For example, many techniques were proposed for testing adjacency and finding 

neighbors. Examples of such algorithms are illustrated in more details in [35].
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5 . 6 :  D i v i d i n g  t h e  a r e a  i n t o  q u a d r a n t s ,  ( a )  F i r s t  l e v e l  ( b )  S e c o n d  l e v e l  ( c )  T h i r d  l e v e l .

We started by identdying the area to be covered by communication. After that, the 

area is divided into quadrants depending on the accessible stations density at every quad. 

Figure 5.6 shows an example of how a rectangular area. A, is divided into quadrants 

based on the stations density. In Figure 5.6a, the area is divided into four large and equal 

size regions, Ri, Ri, Ra, and R4. Assuming the mobile stations' density is not equal for all 

groups and that it is higher at Ri, R3, and R4, which leads to more decomposition. Figure 

5.6b shows a graphical representation of such secondary decomposition. Finally, we 

assume the mobile stations' density at group Ru in Figure 5.6b is high enough to require 

further decomposition. Therefore, in Figure 5.6c, Rn is divided into 4 smaller groups, 

Rii, R12, Ri3, and R14. The quad tree representation of such decomposition is shown in 

Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Quad tree representation of the regions in Figure 5.5.

5.5 Simulation and results

In our experiments we used Network Simulator NS [25]. We implemented pure flooding, 

tree flooding, and spatial tree flooding as the tracking protocols. We ran our simulation 

for 256 access points and 16 mobile stations. The access points are arranged on the form 

of a grid on an area of 1500X1500 meters. The movement hequencies of these mobile 

stations ranges hom slow (every 200 seconds) to fast (every 25 seconds). Two mobile 

stations MS-257 and MS-271 cross the borders of two adjacent clusters while 6ve mobile 

stations MS-269, MS-261, MS-265, MS-259, and MS-267 move around the area of the 

same cluster. The rest of the mobile stations MS-270, MS-256, MS-268, MS-263, MS- 

258, MS-260, MS-264, MS-262, and MS-266 are stationary. For all TCP sessions, the 

sender is stationary and the receiver is mobile except in the case of MS-256, which is a 

stationary destination.
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Figure 5.8: Simulation topology.

We ran the simulator for 4 different modes; j/ow awf vana6Ze, 

a/%f variah/g, and yhft a W T h e  name of each mode is consisted of two parts. The 

first part represents the movement mode of the mobile stations while the second part 

represents the algorithm used by the TCP protocol to calculate the retransmission timer. 

In our simulation experiments we have two movement modes: slow and fast. In slow 

mode, MS-257 starts moving at time 70 seconds. After that, the mobile station continues 

moving every 200 seconds. At time 73 seconds, MS-259 starts moving and continues 

moving every 200 seconds. Next, at time 76, MS-261 starts moving and continues to 

move every 200 seconds. Similarly, mobile stations MS-265, MS-267, MS-269, MS-271
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start moving at 79, 82, 85, and 88 seconds, respectively, and continue to move every 200 

seconds. Fast mode is similar to the slow mode except that moving mobile stations 

continue to move every 25 seconds.

For each movement mode, we used two algorithms to calculate the retransmission 

time out RTO. In one algorithm we used the normal calculation of RTO as explained in 

[29] and in the other algorithm we used a hxed value of RTO equals to 10 seconds. We 

wanted to study the impact of using a hxed value of RTO on the performance of TCP.

In both experiments, we have 8 TCP sessions between MS-268 and MS-269, MS-270 

and MS-271, MS-263 and MS-261, MS-264 and MS-265, MS-262 and MS-256, MS-266 

and MS-267, MS-260 and MS-257, and MS-258 and MS-259. The TCP sessions start 

sending data at the beginning of the simulation and they stop at the end of the simulation 

time.
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Figure 5.9: Number of tracking messages.

The simulation shows many important results. First, the protocol that uses less 

number of tracking update messages is spatial tree then comes tree flooding and then 

comes pure flooding as shown in Figure 5.9. In our simulation, we simulated 1200 

seconds of communication time and the number of tracking messages for spatial tree in 

case of fast mode was close to 7k compared to close to 60k for tree flooding and 158k for 

pure flooding. As we expect, when mobile stations move slower, the number of tracking 

messages decreases in all cases. The number of tracking messages in case of slow mode 

for spatial tree, tree flooding, and pure flooding are 4k, 15k, and 40k, respectively. We 

ran the simulation for normal TCP and we ran it after changing TCP to use fixed time out 

timer and the number of tracking messages does not change.

As we mentioned above, using less number of tracking messages reduces the 

competition among mobile stations for a channel, and uses most of the channel time to 

send data, which increases the channel utilization. As a result, goodput increases for all
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TCP sessions. Figure 5.10 shows the goodput for all TCP sessions in case of fast mode 

and variable RTO. In 5 sessions, spatial tree performs the best and for 3 sessions the 

performance of spatial tree and tree flooding are the same. In all sessions, spatial tree 

performs better than pure flooding.
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Figure 5.10: Goodput for TCP sessions, fast mode, with variable RTO.

For the purpose of studying the impact of the length of TCP retransmission timer of 

the goodput of TCP sessions, we ran our simulation while Sxing the length of the 

retransmission timer to 10 seconds. The goodput results for all TCP sessions are shown 

below in Figure 5.11.
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When comparing the goodput of TCP sessions while using variable RTO to the 

goodput of the TCP sessions using ûxed RTO we observed the following. In case of 

using variable RTO, the goodput of 7 out of 8 TCP sessions outperform the goodput of 

TCP sessions in case of Sxed RTO. The only TCP session that performs better in case of 

using fixed RTO is shown in Figure 5.11b, which is the TCP session between MS-262 

and MS-256. This is because in Fixed TCP, after the destination MS moves, the source 

MS times out, and starts sending data only after 10 seconds. During this time, the load on 

the network reduced. When the load is less, the MH-262 sends more data to MH-256 

(MH-256 is stationary) and its goodput increases and increases the load on the network. 

Because of this, when the communication among the other sessions resumes (10 seconds 

after the movement), the congestion level at the network is higher, which results in lower 

goodput for other sessions.
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Figure 5.11: Goodput for TCP sessions, fast mode, with RTO =10.

Finally, the importance of spatial tree algorithm is more obvious when the 

communication load on network resources is high. For example, when mobile stations 

moves faster, the number of tracking messages exchanged increases, which increases the 

load on the network. In this case, the overhead associated with spatial tree is minimal 

compared to the improvement on reducing the number of tracking messages exchanged 

inside the network. Therefore, in slow mode as shown in Figure 5.12, there are 3 TCP 

sessions out of 8 where spatial tree performs the best while in Figure 5.11, there are 5 

TCP sessions where spatial tree performs the best.
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Figure 5.12: Goodput for TCP sessions, slow mode, with variable RTO.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we develop tracking protocols to support mobile stations location 

discovery. The protocols are pure flooding, tree flooding, and spatial tree flooding. We 

evaluate these protocols in terms of number of tracking messages used to support 

mobility transparent and TCP goodput. Our protocols for tracking updates will exploit
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station locality information to perform controlled flooding, use backward learning, and 

forward addressing techniques. We evaluate the protocols using diSerent levels of 

mobility rates. Also, we exploit the impact of using Ëxed retransmission timer versus the 

current retransmission timer technique used in TCP. The results agree with our 

hypothesis that spatial tree flooding protocol uses the least number of tracking messages, 

and hence, TCP performs the best on top of it.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and future work

In this chapter, dissertation contributions as well as future work will be summarized.

First, a brief introduction about the problem we are trying to solve is presented. Then, an 

organization of dissertation contributions is discussed followed by detailed description of 

each category. The chapters of the dissertation were placed under the appropriate 

category including a brief summary of each chapter. At the end, future work directions

are presented and discussed.

6.1 The problem

The original TCP congestion control is purely based on acknowledgment delays. This 

does not necessarily work well in the case of wireless and mobile networks, where the 

delays are attributed to congestion as well as to broken links caused by mobility, channel 

errors, and the contention at the medium access control (MAC) layer that is not only 

dependent on the trafBc in the network, but also on the degree (number of neighbors) of 

nodes in the network.
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6.2 Proposals organization

Proposals found in this dissertation focus mainly on improving the performance of the 

network communication as a whole with extra emphasis on improving TCP performance. 

This improvement strategy took two directions. First, by modifying TCP to react more 

intelligently to packet drop and to work in harmony with other TCP flows in order to 

achieve better network utilization and more fairness among competing flows. We named 

this method We called the second direction

which takes into consideration the interaction relationship between TCP at 

the transport layer and other protocol at network layer and data link layer. Chapters 2,3, 

and 5 fits under the later categorization while chapter 4 fits under the Erst category.

6.3 Proposals of independent improvement

In chapter 4, we studied the dynamics of TCP and found that the presence of a large 

number of flows that share network resources further complicated the dynamics of TCP. 

A single TCP flow in the absence of many flows that share the network resources keeps 

increasing the window size as the acknowledgements arrive on time. Thus each flow 

uncooperatively will try to increase its window size starting 6om a network condition 

that has few flows. This leads to packet losses at the congested link and all the flows will 

dramatically reduce their window size. When all the flows reduce their window size, the 

bandwidth on the shared links is used inefficiently and this cycle of increasing and 

decreasing window size continues. A noticeable decrease in throughput is observed by 

all the individual flows.
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Based on the observations above we recognize two important shortcomings of the 

current TCP protocol: misinterpretation of delayed acknowledgements and competition 

among difkrent TCP flows. In this research work, we propose to address these two 

issues by a use of novel protocol that uses ond

and provides a /MgcAaMwm among independent TCP flows. We

also address certain important issues that are related to the implementation of our 

proposed protocol: can we maintain the end-to-end semantics of TCP? Are there 

additional benefits that can be harvested if intermediate nodes with TCP protocol can be 

used? We show that our protocol can be implemented on a portal router or a node 

attached to the portal router of a network administrative domain. We can extend this 

^proach to the Internet and we provide protocols for this extension.

Our protocol combines all the incoming TCP flows at the portal router into one single 

flow in an operation called the yom operation. The agent in the portal router examines the 

individual flows and can do the following: acknowledge the senders of each flow and it 

can take the responsibility of sending the data reliably to the receiver

and perform flow control and fairness control by ac^usting the 

receiver's window size. The joining process will reduce the competition among diSerent 

flows and data can be sent at a rate that fills up the entire bandwidth of the outgoing link 

hom the portal router. Also, since immediate acknowledgment scheme is used, the 

server can 6ee up its resources resulting in increases efhciency of servers. Of course as 

the number of flows increases the burden in clearly is on the portal router whose role is 

buffering and forwarding. The protocol presented in this paper does not add any 

additional information to the packets sent by the sender. We show by extensive
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simulations the effectiveness of the proposed protocol and also show how this protocol 

can be extended wide area networks like the Internet. As an added bonus, we have show 

that the initial threshold value set for each flow can have a serious impact on the 

throughput of the TCP flow and especially more profound then there are multiple flows 

that share the bottleneck bandwidth.

6.4 Proposals o f dependent improvement

In Chapters 2 and 3, we proposed to improve TCP performance in mobile networks while 

taking into consideration the type of rerouting protocols at the network layer.

In Chapter 2, we explained the interaction relationship between wireless TCP 

protocols and rerouting schemes in a connection less environment. In addition, we 

present comprehensive analytical methods to determine the buffer requirements at base 

stations and to estimate the disnq)tion time at the MH. Also, we studied the interaction 

relationship between mobile TCP schemes and mobile IP and presented analytical results.

In chapter 3, we explain the interaction relationship between wireless TCP protocols 

and rerouting schemes in a connection-oriented environment where connection must be 

established prior to any communication. In addition, we presented comprehensive 

analytical methods to determine the buffer requirements at old base station and to 

estimate the disruption time at the MH on both the uplink and downlink paths.

In chapter 5, we developed tracking protocols and evaluate these protocols in terms of 

time and resources required to provide connectivity between mobile stations. Our 

protocols for tracking updates will exploit station locality information to perform 

controlled flooding, use backward learning, and forward addressing techniques. We
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provide an agent based mechanism at the access points vdierein each packet will be 

snooped to provide better service to applications.

6.5 Future work

The results and contributions motivate us to continue working in the area of improving 

reliable communication in a combination of more than two layers. For example, the 

impact of different data link layer protocols on the performance of TCP is an interesting 

subject to pursue and analyze. Further, tuning the application layer protocols to utilize the 

changes made at the lower layers seems an essential forward step for our area of research.

In chapter 2 and 3, our protocols and analysis assumes a communication between 

hxed sender and a mobile receiver. In the future, we are planning to study the behavior of 

our protocols in the case of communication is taking place between mobile sender and 

mobile receiver.

In the area of Wi-Fi, we are planning on applying changes to TCP to work best with 

the special tree tracking system. Modification includes modifying the handshake process 

as well as the retransmission timer behavior.
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